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ABSTRACT
The transition in robotics from tools to teammates has begun. However, the benefit
autonomous robots provide will be diminished if human teammates misinterpret robot behaviors.
Applying mental model theory as the organizing framework for human understanding of robots,
the current empirical study examined the influence of task-role mental models of robots on the
interpretation of robot motion behaviors, and the resulting impact on subjective ratings of robots.
Observers (N = 120) were exposed to robot behaviors that were either congruent or incongruent
with their task-role mental model, by experimental manipulation of preparatory robot task-role
information to influence mental models (i.e., security guard, groundskeeper, or no information),
the robot’s actual task-role behaviors (i.e., security guard or groundskeeper), and the order in
which these robot behaviors were presented. The results of the research supported the hypothesis
that observers with congruent mental models were significantly more accurate in interpreting the
motion behaviors of the robot than observers without a specific mental model. Additionally, an
incongruent mental model, under certain circumstances, significantly hindered an observer’s
interpretation accuracy, resulting in subjective sureness of inaccurate interpretations. The
strength of the effects that mental models had on the interpretation and assessment of robot
behaviors was thought to have been moderated by the ease with which a particular mental model
could reasonably explain the robot’s behavior, termed mental model applicability. Finally,
positive associations were found between differences in observers’ interpretation accuracy and
differences in subjective ratings of robot intelligence, safety, and trustworthiness. The current
research offers implications for the relationships between mental model components, as well as
implications for designing robot behaviors to appear more transparent, or opaque, to humans.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
“If a robot makes a mistake, it is because a human also made a mistake.”
-The Next Continent, Issui Ogawa (2010)

Statement of the Problem
The transition in robotics from tools to intelligent teammates has begun. At a recent
military robotics meeting attended by engineers, researchers, and military personnel, a US Army
Lieutenant Colonel commented on the relationship that Soldiers currently have with robots: He
indicated that the Dragon Runner robots deployed with units were treated as members of the
team; individual robots were given ranks for their service and proper names. One Soldier named
his robot Scooby Doo, and later became upset when his robot was damaged (Hsu, 2009). A
separate study explained that some Soldiers saw robots as an extension of themselves; squadmates could even identify a robot’s operator based on a robot’s movements (Carpenter, 2013).
While the design of current military robots is not intended to encourage close bonds, human
understanding of robots sometimes has a curious effect on human perceptions of robot behavior.
The tendency of humans to attribute sophisticated human-like qualities to non-human
entities comes easily (Heider & Simmel, 1944; Nass & Moon, 2000), and this tendency is easily
influenced in human-robot interaction (HRI) by superficial qualities of robots (S. Lee, Kiesler,
Lau, & Chiu, 2005). Robotic machines’ increasingly intelligent behaviors are often interpreted as
intent-driven actions (Garreau, 2007; Richardson, 2012), making humans increasingly prone to
regarding robots like organic beings. However, this phenomenon may have unintended negative
consequences in dangerous situations, including military applications — for instance, a Soldier
1

once ran across a battlefield in Iraq, under machine gun fire, to rescue his robot (Singer, 2009, p.
339). Conversely, the first armed SWORDS robots deployed in Iraq were observed making three
unexpected movements, which were later attributed to mechanical failures. This resulted in those
robots being reassigned from mobile combat missions to stationary observation tasks, due to
safety concerns, notwithstanding Internet rumor and speculation that the program was pulled
completely after a robot pointed its weapon at fellow Soldiers (Sofge, 2009; Weinberger, 2008).
As technology enables robots with greater intelligence and autonomy, human teammates
must possess a clear and accurate understanding of those systems (Phillips, Ososky, Grove, &
Jentsch, 2011). The quality of these futuristic robot teammates will be diminished if humans
misunderstand or misinterpret their behavior. The problem investigated in the current study was,
therefore, that the inaccurate perception of robotic behavior can result in the incorrect assessment
of robotic capabilities, as well as misaligned trust in and reliance on robots, in complex and/or
dangerous situations. The current research examined one specific aspect of HRI relevant to this
problem: the influence of human task-role mental models regarding robots on the interpretation
of observed robot motion behaviors, and the resulting impact on subjective ratings of those
robots.

Related Research and Deficiencies in the Literature
Previous investigations into human–robot interactions tended to focus on the influence of
robots’ physical and social characteristics. A large number of studies examined superficial
characteristics, such as the impact of robot body-composition on ratings of intelligence and
aggressiveness (Sims et al., 2005), anthropomorphic vs. machine likeness on human participation
2

(Kiesler & J. Goetz, 2002), and physical embodiment on engagement and perceived intelligence
(Bartneck, Kanda, Mubin, & Al Mahmud, 2009). A similarly large number of studies held the
appearance of the robot constant, but manipulated robotic social characteristics to influence
human interaction behaviors. These robotic characteristics included, for example: facial
expressiveness (Breazeal, 2003), language spoken (S. Lee et al., 2005), and apparent personality
(J. Goetz & Kiesler, 2002).
Comparatively, only a handful of studies have examined the influence of robot motion
behavior on humans’ perceptions of robots (Harris & Sharlin, 2011; Richardson, 2012; Saerbeck
& Bartneck, 2010; Takayama, Dooley, & Ju, 2011). Furthermore, much the aforementioned
research took place within the context of social interactions. A research opportunity existed,
then, to investigate the effect of robot motion behaviors on humans’ perceptions of robots within
a task-oriented setting.
The concept of a mental model is introduced as the underlying theory describing the
organizing framework for human perceptions of robots. Humans use mental models to reason
about system’s purpose, function, and behavior (Rouse & Morris, 1986). It follows that mental
models are also internally leveraged to guide interpretation of a system’s actions, when
interacting with it. Of the few studies considered the influence of human mental models of robots
within HRI, neither robot motion behavior, nor mental models of potential robot motion
behavior, were the focus (i.e., not manipulated) of the investigations (Komatsu, Kurosawa, &
Yamada, 2011; M. K. Lee, Kielser, Forlizzi, Srinivasa, & Rybski, 2010; Lohse, 2011). A second
research opportunity existed then, to investigate the impact of pre-existing mental models of
potential robot behaviors on human perceptions of actual robot motion behaviors.
3

There is one common theme, however, in the studies cited in the previous paragraph, that
was relevant to research presented here: Researchers influenced participants’ mental models of
robots through the prescription of robots’ characteristics (ability, reliability, or team-member
rank), which in turn calibrated participants’ interaction expectations. Norman (1983) described
the prescription of system characteristics through an appropriate representation of the system
(e.g., training or priming) as the conceptual model. While mental models may be calibrated
based on factors both internal and external to the user, the current research utilized a task-role
conceptual model as an external influencing factor on humans’ mental model of robot behavior.

Research Benefit
The transition in robotics from tools to teammates represents a critical time for the human
side of the human–robot team. Robots are, and will continue to be, valuable assets in search and
rescue (SAR) operations, emergency situations, hazardous tasks (for humans), and military
operations (Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2009). However, the quality of the interaction
between humans and robots depends not only on robot-factors alone, but also the human’s preconceived notion of the robot and subsequent perceptions of its behavior (Lohse, 2011). The
interplay between robotic behavior and human interpretation sometimes leads to peculiar and
unexpected human interaction behavior (H. Kelly, 2012). This is even true for the current
generation of Soldier–robot (SR) teams, in which teleoperated robots lack sophisticated
autonomous behaviors (Hsu, 2009).
The quality of accurately anticipating and understanding the actions of teammates is also
a key function of shared mental models (SMM), or relevant knowledge held by high-performing
4

teams (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993). If humans desire to someday work
seamlessly alongside autonomous robot teammates, SMM will be necessary. Having an accurate
understanding of a robotic system also provides for the calibration of trust, another critical
component of HRI (Hancock et al., 2011). The work presented here sought to extend the
knowledge on mental model research within human–robot interactions, to the longer-term benefit
of those who develop and interact with robotic systems.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to examine the relationship between human mental
models and perception of robotic behaviors among inexperienced users of robots, when
controlling for a robot’s appearance and the environment in which the interaction occurs.
Specifically, this study was concerned with the interpretation of a robot’s motion behavior within
a task-driven setting. Therefore, it was also pertinent to consider the robot’s purpose within a
task-driven setting as an anchoring point for human perception of a robot’s behavior. Examining
the purpose of a robot is increasingly important for HRI, as the use of robotics in different
applications is expected to increase, parallel to advances in robotic autonomy and intelligence
(K. Kelly, 2013). It was expected that human mental models would act as a lens through which
robot motion behaviors would be interpreted, and against which relevant robot characteristics,
such as intelligence, safety, and trustworthiness, would be subjectively rated.
A review of the literature is presented in the following section, providing an overview of
the variables of interest, and the relationships between them. Hypotheses for this study are also
articulated in the following section.
5

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Nine Oh Two: “It is very important that I behave with predictability. My internal
state is unclear to the humans. To them, I am the unpredictable one.”
-Robopocalypse: A novel, Daniel H. Wilson (2011)

What is a robot?
Definition
Fully autonomous, intelligent robots are only now beginning to manifest themselves in
the controlled spaces of laboratory environments. There are numerous examples of lifelike-robots
(for a review, see Bar-Cohen & Hanson, 2009), but none have reached the level of autonomy and
intelligence required to participate as equal partners in human–robot teams. For clarification, the
definition of a robot as put forth by Singer is both sufficient and relevant to the current
investigation: “man-made devices with three key components: sensors, processors, and effectors”
(Singer, 2009, p. 67). These components might be similarly characterized as perception,
intelligence, and dexterous mobility & manipulation, respectively. The presence of these three
components distinguishes robots from seemingly similar entities such as avatars, agents, or
automatons (Table 1). Autonomous ground robots are highly desired in the military context
(Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2009), with a longer-term potential of outfitting robots with
weapons to detect and act against targets with limited human intervention (Sharkey, 2008). It is
important then, to examine the evolving roles of robots within HRI from tools to teammates in
situations termed “dull, dirty, and dangerous.”
6

Robot

Man-made devices with three components,
sensors, processors, and effectors
An autonomous or semiautonomous machine
made to function like a living entity
A self-contained program capable of controlling
its own decision making and acting based on its
perception of its environment, in pursuit of one
or more objectives
An entity whose actions are controlled by the
computer itself
Entirely artificial but has been made to look
human (manlike)
Includes both humanlike forms made of organic
substances and machines that look like us
A robot that approximates a human in physical
appearance
Mechanical human
A machine that appears to move spontaneously,
although actually it moves under conditions
fixed for it, not by it
A mechanism that is relatively self-operating;
designed to follow automatically a
predetermined sequence of operations, or
respond to encoded instructions
An entity whose actions are controlled by a
human in real time
Computer generated visual representations of
people or bots
Combination of machine and living parts
Hybrids of man and machine
A human having normal biological capability or
performance Enhanced by or as if by electronic
or electromechanical devices
Class of objects which are directed by an
organisms intention and which use sources of
power not derived solely from the organisms
own energy
An assemblage of parts that transmit forces,
motion, and energy one to another in a
predetermined manner

Agent
(software)

Android

Automaton

Avatar

Cyborg /
bionic
human

Machine

Tool

Class of objects that require immediate intention
and energy to affect their action

7

Effectors

Definition(s)

Processors

Entity

Sensors

Table 1
Comparison of robots to other entities

x

x

x

Reference(s)

(Singer, 2009, p. 67)
(Perkowitz, 2004, p. 4)

(Jennings & Wooldridge, 1996, p. 17)
x

x
(Nowak & Biocca, 2003, p. 483)

(Perkowitz, 2004, p. 4)
(Benford & Malartre, 2008, p. 101)
(Menzel & D'Aluisio, 2000, p. 234)
(Bar-Cohen & Hanson, 2009, p. 3)
x

(Perkowitz, 2004, p. 4)

(Menzel & D'Aluisio, 2000, p. 234)
(Nowak & Biocca, 2003, p. 483)
(Nowak & Rauh, 2005, p. 153)

x

x

x

(Perkowitz, 2004, p. 4)
(Benford & Malartre, 2008, p. 102)
(Menzel & D'Aluisio, 2000, p. 234)

(Hancock, 2009, p. 124)
x

x
("Machine," 2012)

x

(Hancock, 2009, p. 124)

From Tools to Teammates
Humans currently use robotic platforms in both civilian and military contexts — to
conduct SAR operations (Murphy, 2004), detect and defeat IEDs in the Middle East (Sharkey,
2008), and perform tasks in environments hostile to human beings. For example, iRobot’s
PackBots were deployed to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in Japan (M. Williams, 2011) to
monitor radiation levels and capture images from inside reactor buildings. Remote controlled
excavators and UAV helicopters were also used to survey and remove debris around the facility
(Guizzo, 2011). These tasks were all accomplished with direct human oversight in which the
robot is primarily a tool that is tele-operated, rather than a collaborating teammate.
There is now a renewed emphasis in the military domain for autonomous systems that
“extend and complement human capability in a number of ways” (Defense Science Board, July
2012, p. 1). These robotic systems are expected to be able to process the complexity of our
world, and be an active participant in human-system collaboration. Soldiers will take on more of
a supervisory role, as autonomous capabilities reduce the need for constant human oversight
from a control station, allowing Soldiers to participate as active members in decision making and
task execution. Therefore, the transition from tools to teammates is characterized by
autonomous, intelligent robots collaborating with humans in modalities more natural to humans,
to better accomplish tasks, while reducing human resources devoted to the robot. This concept
was earlier conceptualized by Fong, Thorpe, and Baur (2003) as collaborative control.
For the research presented here, I was interested in human mental models of robots and
the way in which those mental models were used to interpret the behaviors of robots. Further, I
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was interested in the relationship between human perception of robots and ratings of robot
characteristics, with an eye toward a future with increasingly capable robots.

What are Mental Models?
Definition
The notion of a mental model was originally conceptualized by Craik (1943) as a model
of thinking which parallels reality. The hypothesis was that the internal model a person possesses
of reality is what affords the ability to predict future states, consider alternative states, and react
to events that have not yet occurred. This is made possible with the additional knowledge of a
person’s own set of possible action states, as well as their prior experiences with similar or
related realities.
Rouse and Morris (1986) identified that the mental model construct found slightly
different applications within different domains. For instance, describing a system mental model
as “an elaborate structure reflecting the user’s understanding of how and why [a system] works”
(Carroll & Olson, 1988, p. 12), was identified as a tenant of cognitive science. It was noted that,
within the domain of manual / supervisory control, the “internal model” concept (Veldhuyzen &
Stassen, 1977) could be applied to anticipate or estimate the state of a system and develop
strategies to work with the system. Yet another definition of mental models was proposed by
Williams et al. (1983) — with respect to physical systems — as “a collection of ‘connected’
autonomous objects” (p. 133).

9

The concept of internal, organized knowledge has also served as the cornerstone for
similar constructs, specifically schemas or scripts. Bartlett (1932) defined a schema as “an active
organization of past reactions, or of past experiences, which must always be supposed to be
operating in any well-adapted organic response” (p. 201). In Bartlett’s original work, schemas
were applied to memory recall, and the processing of information through the lens of past
experiences. Scripts, by comparison, have been described as a “schema held in memory that
describes events or behaviors appropriate for a particular context” (Gioia & Poole, 1984, p. 450).
Both schemas and mental models provide a means to interact with the world, and to update
existing knowledge structures through integration with new information. Theoretically speaking,
however, discussions of schemas tend to focus the mechanisms of long-term recall and script
generation (Brewer & Nakamura, 1984); mental models are distinguished from schemas in the
utilization of existing knowledge for information processing and prediction, typically applied to
systems (Merrill, 2000). This explanation only sought to provide clarification between these
related concepts — the term, mental model, was used for the purposes of this research to refer to
organized knowledge structures about a particular system, entity, or phenomenon.
Mental models are used to think through various system state outcomes based on
potential action selection, which Rasmussen (1979) described as “experiments on an internal
representation or model” (p. 8). One purpose of an accurate mental model, then, is to allow users
to make correct predictions about future system states (Wickens & Hollands, 1999). Some
common themes emerge from existing definitions: mental models are internalized
representations of systems; they can also be run internally to generate system-state expectations.

10

In an effort to consolidate these varied applications into a more comprehensive definition,
Rouse and Morris (1986) proposed the following: “mental models are the mechanisms whereby
humans are able to generate descriptions of system purpose and form, explanations of system
functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future states” (p. 7). Interestingly,
Carroll and Olson remarked that “descriptions of [system] purpose … [seem] shallow and
unhelpful in a performance context” (1988, p. 6). The research presented here endeavored to
provide evidence to the contrary, specifically within the context of HRI.
Scope and Level of Detail
Johnson-Laird (1983) identified that mental models can operate at various levels of
detail, relative to a system’s or phenomenon’s complexity. He maintained that the usefulness of a
mental model is dependent upon the manner in which the model is applied. Norman (1983)
further asserted that mental models are incomplete, unstable, and not completely accurate
representations of reality; yet, they may still be effective. Conversely, there exist contexts in
which the enrichment of the mental model provides little benefit (Johnson-Laird, 1983). Kieras
and Bovair (1984) submitted the example of the telephone system: an individual can successfully
complete the task of placing a call, despite not having detailed knowledge of phone-number
composition or call routing.
With respect to HRI, however, humans may require a highly detailed mental model of
robots while robotic systems continue to evolve. Additionally, very few people hold a detailed,
working knowledge of robots or have substantial robotics experience. There are also many
different types and shapes of robots, suited to different purposes. To that end, the relationship
that humans have with robots is also continuously evolving. In the following section, mental
11

model theory is applied to HRI, through the exploration of robotic characteristics, and the impact
of which on human mental models regarding robots.

Applying Mental Model Theory to HRI
Influence of Robot Characteristics on Human Mental Models of Robots
Within human–human relationships, mental models of individuals are formed based on
relevant and pseudo-relevant information; confidence in those models is determined by richness,
independent of information accuracy (Gill, Swann, & Silvera, 1998). Likewise, mental models of
robots are quickly formed around superficial characteristics, including physical form. Kiesler and
J. Goetz (2002) found that participant ratings of a robot’s reliability changed based on physical
appearance. Specifically, in a decision making task, a robot with visible computer hardware
attached to it was rated as less reliable than the same robot without the additional hardware.
Participants were also willing to assign significantly different personality trait ratings (e.g.,
cheerful, responsible) to a humanoid robot versus a vehicle-shaped robot. Sims and colleagues
(2005) found similar results in ratings of robotic forms viewed on a computer screen: Robots
with spider-legs were rated as more aggressive than robots with two legs, wheels, or treads.
Additionally, vehicle-shaped robots with arms were rated as more aggressive and intelligent than
robots without arms. The researchers hypothesized that certain features served as affordances to
anthropomorphism in human perceptions of robots. Humans anthropomorphize in order to
rationalize the actions or behaviors of non-human objects, including computers, animals, and
robots (Duffy, 2003).
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Social characteristics of robots have also been found to influence human mental models
of robots. For example, Lee, Kiesler, Lau, and Chiu (2010) found that participants differently
estimated a robot’s geographical knowledge based on its spoken language and presumed country
of origin. Bartneck, Kanda, et al. (2009) found that the perceived intelligence of a robot changed
based on its physical embodiment, specifically based on the presence or absence of human-like
facial features. Further, it was found that a positive relationship existed between ratings of
perceived intelligence and perceived animacy. Given these findings, anthropomorphic features
that afford human social responses, such as those described above, have been suggested as a
means to clearly convey a robot’s internal state to a user (Breazeal, 2003). The influences of
these physical and social features are relevant to the research problem and related to the research
presented in this document. However, these design features were beyond the scope of the current
investigation and were controlled in order to minimize their effects.
In contrast to many of the prior investigations, the current research was concerned with
the motion behaviors of robots, also believed to significantly influence mental models of robotic
systems. Because of the propensity to anthropomorphize, humans attribute animacy and intention
even in the simplest interactions. Heider and Simmel (1944) asked participants to write about
what they saw in an animated film in which two triangles and a circle moved about a rectangular
box on a black and white display. Nearly all of the participants wrote a narrative of connected
events about animated beings. These shape-entities were perceived as having intentions, and
reacting to one another. Ju and Takayama (2009) conducted a study in which people observed
the motion of an automatic door. The findings suggested that the variations in the door’s motion
behavior were interpreted as gesture with intent: reluctant, welcoming, or urging. Saerbeck and
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Bartneck (2010) asked participants to observe the motion of a Roomba (iRobot) at different
accelerations and path curvatures. The researchers reported that all but one participant used
emotional adjectives to describe the robot’s behavior, with nearly all of the participants
attributing personality to the Roomba. To summarize, “what matters for the human–robot
relation is how the robot appears to human consciousness” (Coeckelbergh, 2011, p. 199).
Richardson (2012) conducted a study directly relevant to the current research, in which
participants observed the motion behaviors of robots and human actors, respectively, and were
then asked to classify the intent of the behaviors. The key difference from the work presented
here was that the entity (humans or robots) was manipulated, while the training was consistent
across groups. Observers were able to correctly classify the intent of the human and robot entities
similarly over time, but observers expended more effort and expressed less confidence in
interpreting robots’ behaviors compared to the behaviors of other humans. Richardson’s findings
provided evidence that supported the main assumption of the research presented here (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Study model component depicting relationship between research statement variables

Research statement: Robot motion affects human perception of robots such that
different motion behaviors will elicit different interpretations of robotic intent.
In the discussion of his research, Richardson (2012) suggested that “more work is needed
to develop the human mental model of robot behavior and also focus on the intent of robot
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behavior based on observed actions” (p. 64). Mental model development, with an emphasis on
pre-exposure mental models, was examined in the following sections.
Development of System Mental Models
There are multiple models, originating from different parties in the system development
cycle, that influence a user’s interaction with a system (Figure 2). Although there are some minor
discrepancies within the literature with respect to nomenclature, the premise remains consistent.
Please note that the following figure serves only to illustrate the relationships between certain
parties in the development of a user’s mental model and interaction with a system, and does not
imply any theoretical relationships, per se.

Figure 2. Relationship of user's mental model to models held by designers, engineers, and researchers,
(synthesized from Carroll & Olson, 1988; Norman, 1983; Young, 1983)
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Users, of course, hold a mental model of the system with which they are interacting.
There also exists a researcher’s or instructor’s conceptualization of the user’s mental model
which, as Norman (1983) points out, is “a model of a model” (p. 8, Norman named this the
scientist’s conceptual model). This model is descriptive in that it captures (i.e., measures) the
model that an observer believes the user has (Carroll & Olson, 1988). This model can be used to
provide feedback to the design of training or better predict what the user will do based on the
content of their mental model (Young, 1983).
The system itself, assuming it is man-made, was built with a designer’s or engineer’s
conceptual model of what the system should do. Instructors also use the conceptual model in the
design of training to impart knowledge on system-use or system-interaction to the user (Young,
1983). The conceptual model is prescriptive in that it suggests what the user should know about
the system (Carroll & Olson, 1988). The relationship between these models underscores the
relevance of both human training and system design in the context of human–robot teams.
Influence of Preparatory Information on Mental Models
As with other systems, conceptual models influence mental models within HRI. For
instance, Broadbent and colleagues (2011) asked participants to sketch a robot whose prescribed
purpose was healthcare. Characterizations of participants’ sketches ranged from mechanistic to
human-like. The robot to which participants were actually exposed contained both human and
machine-like elements. However, those that imagined humanoid robots experienced higher
negative affect to the actual robot upon first contact, compared to participants who sketched
machine-like robots. Broadbent and colleagues (2011) suggested that the drawings and reactions
in this study were a reflection of participants’ pre-exposure mental model of the robot’s form.
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My colleagues at UCF and I implemented a similar drawing exercise to assess participant
mental models (Ososky, Phillips, Swigert, & Jentsch, 2012). We asked participants to sketch
what they believed a future military robot teammate might look like. Nearly one third of
participants sketched imposing-looking robots with weapons (i.e., descriptions of purpose), and
more than half of the participants sketched anthropomorphic robots (i.e., descriptions of form). A
likely explanation for the images below (Figure 3) is that the prescription of a military robot
evoked images of combat, and it therefore was important that the robot be armed. However,
military teams also engage in a variety of logistical and peace-keeping tasks; an unarmed mulelike robot (to carry gear), for instance, would have been a reasonable response for this exercise.

Figure 3. Sample of drawings based on military robot teammate conceptual model

Conceptual models are important, because they also influence human interpretation and
evaluation of robot behavior. Hinds and colleagues (2004) studied human-robot pairs engaged in
a simple work task. Among the preparatory information given prior to the interaction, the
researchers manipulated the apparent relationship of the robot to the participant (supervisor, peer,
or subordinate); however, the behavior of the robot remained constant across each group.
Participants were willing to assign less credit and more blame to robot partners characterized as
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supervisors compared with robots designated as peers or subordinates. Considering different
preparatory information, Lee et al. (2010) conducted a study in which some participants were
forewarned about a service-robot’s likely failures. This information helped participants to
anticipate and understand the robot’s observed failures, thus reducing the negative impact to
participants’ subjective evaluations of the robot’s service performance.
For the research presented here, I hypothesized that preparatory information about a
specific task-role would influence an individual’s mental model of a robot (and then
subsequently, the interpretation of robot motion behaviors). This component was presented as
follows (Figure 4):

Figure 4. Study model component depicting relationship between manipulation check variables (HMC)

HMC (Manipulation Check): Prescribed task-role information positively
influences task-role mental models as demonstrated by task-role understanding.

Human Mental Models and the Interpretation of Robot Motion
Given that conceptual models (in the form of preparatory or pre-exposure information)
can influence the human’s mental model, it is worth revisiting those studies that investigated the
interpretation of robotic motion, discussed earlier (Ju & Takayama, 2009; Richardson, 2012;
Saerbeck & Bartneck, 2010). In each of those investigations, participants made judgments about
the intention or emotional state of the system based on observed behavior, without preparatory
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information about the specific robots used in the respective studies. Although Saerbeck and
Bartneck (2010) also manipulated the form of the robot, that factor did not have a significant
effect on the interpretation of robot motion, suggesting that the mental models were activated
more by motion behavior than form. In Richardson’s (2012) study, manipulation of entity
became less significant over the duration of the study, with respect to observers’ accuracy of
behavior classification. However, the argument could have been made that the multiple-choice
classification response format used in that study unintentionally prescribed to observers a mental
model of military behaviors. This was, in fact, identified as a limitation of that study. To that
point, Richardson noted that even when observers classified a motion as ‘other’, the written-in
response was similar to one of the available military behavior responses.
Takayama, Dooley, and Ju (2011) sought to improve the readability of robots with
physical expression techniques inspired by traditional character animation. As in the previous
examples, pre-exposure information was not manipulated, and the study method did not indicate
that a purpose or task-role for the robot was prescribed. Participants viewed video clips of an
animated robot performing four separate tasks. The robot’s expression of forethought to the task
and reaction to the outcome, respectively, were manipulated. Participants were asked to provide
written interpretations of the robot’s motion behavior, and also provided a subjective confidence
rating for each interpretation. Robotic expression of forethought was not found to improve
interpretation accuracy; however, participants in the forethought condition were significantly
more confident in their responses. Interestingly, the individual service-oriented tasks themselves
were significant predictors of interpretation accuracy, independent of robot expressiveness. The
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current research thus investigated whether robot readability could have been improved had a
specific task-role (e.g., service-robot) been suggested to observers prior to the video exposures.
Consider the research of Harris and Sharlin (2011), who took a different approach to
motion interpretation in HRI using a novel robot. The robot (named, The Stem) consisted of a
tall, thin single-appendage with multiple points of articulation, allowing it to execute a number of
shapes and motions. The design of the robot was intentionally arbitrary, as were the instructions
given to participants, and the environment in which the interaction took place. Participants were
asked to observe the robot in a variety of motions and poses, and to provide interpretations and
reflections during the interaction. Notwithstanding the arbitrary nature of the interaction,
participants interpreted motions as, for example, aggressive, happy, or pensive. Further,
participants could indicate the direction the robot was facing and indicate when it appeared as if
the robot was holding something. Despite these findings, Harris and Sharlin (2011) described an
important observation from the study that is relevant to research presented in this document:
The “purpose” of the robot played a large role in how participants thought to
interpret its motions. When asked to openly reflect on the experience of observing
the moving robot, many participants repeatedly asked what the robot was meant
to be doing or why it was moving. Before describing their thoughts on their
interpretations, they wanted to place their ideas in a more concrete context.
We feel that it was almost guaranteed that, had participants been pre-biased
by introducing The Stem as, for example, “a security robot on patrol”
participants would be more likely to interpret certain motions as more aggressive
than if they were to enter the experiment with a more open mindset. (p. 448, ©
2011 IEEE)
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The research presented here built upon this exact idea by providing the context, a purpose
(i.e. a conceptual model) for the robot. Specifically, this research investigated whether having a
pre-exposure, task-role mental model positively influenced the correct interpretation of robot
behavior (Figure 5). This led to the following hypotheses:

Figure 5. Unified study model including variable relationships for Hypothesis 1 (H1)

H1: Task-role mental models that are congruent with robot motion behavior
improve perception of robot motion behavior, as demonstrated through (a)
interpretation of the intent of the behavior and (b) subjective sureness in those
interpretations.
H1a: Observers with a security guard task-role mental model more accurately
perceive robot-guard behavior than observers with no prescribed mental model.
H1b: Observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model more accurately
perceive robot-groundskeeper behavior than observers with no prescribed mental
model.

Thus far, the research described here considered the nature by which humans interpret the
behavior of robots, and the influence of pre-exposure information on mental models and
subsequently, HRI. However, it was also necessary and relevant to consider the degree to which
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an individual’s pre-exposure mental model is congruent with a robot’s actual behavior.
Specifically, could an incongruent task-role mental model have a negative impact on an
observer’s ability to accurately interpret robot motion behavior? Imagine the following three
possible combinations of mental models and robot behavior:


Neutral, the observer has no specific mental model for a robot, and thus has no
specific basis for interpreting the robot’s behavior.



Matched, the observer has a pre-exposure mental model that is congruent with the
robot’s behavior. The observer leverages this mental model to interpret the intention
of the robot.



Mismatched, the observer has a pre-exposure mental model that is incongruent with
the robot’s behavior. The observer attempts to apply this mental model to the
incongruent behavior to interpret the robot’s intent.

Therefore, this research also considered the impact of a mismatched, or incongruent,
mental model on an observer’s ability to accurately interpret the behavior of robots (Figure 6).
The following hypotheses are presented:

Figure 6. Updated study model to include Hypothesis 2 (H2)
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H2: An interaction exists between task-role mental models and robot motion
behavior, such that task-role mental models that are incongruent with robot
motion behavior negatively impact perception of robot motion behavior
H2a: Observers with a security guard task-role mental model less accurately
perceive robot-groundskeeper behavior than both observers with a groundskeeper
task-role mental model and observers with no prescribed mental model.
H2b: Observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model less accurately
perceive robot-guard behavior than both observers with a security guard taskrole mental model and observers with no prescribed mental model.
H2c: Among observers with a security guard mental model, robot-groundskeeper
behavior is perceived less accurately than robot-guard behavior.
H2d: Among observers with a groundskeeper mental model, robot-guard
behavior is perceived less accurately than robot-groundskeeper behavior.

The interpretation of intent from robot motion behaviors only paints part of the picture,
however. Someday, autonomous robots will operate among humans or as teammates for humans;
therefore, understanding robot behavior is critical to ensuring that estimations of robot
capabilities are properly calibrated, and that robots are perceived as safe and trustworthy. The
discussion turns next to the implications of human interpretation of robot motion behavior, as
demonstrated through subjective ratings of robots.

Interpretation of Behavior and Ratings of Robots
Examining the nature by which humans interpret the intention of robots’ motion behavior
is just one method to assess human mental models of robots. This section describes the use of
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subjective ratings of robots as a complementary approach, to gain additional insight into human
perceptions of robots. First, a brief justification of the need for multiple mental model elicitation
methods in HRI is presented.
Mental Model Elicitation in HRI
There are many methods by which mental models can be measured. The appropriateness
of one method versus another varies largely as a function of the relevant content of the mental
model and the scope at which the exposure / interaction occurs. Methods such as concept
mapping and card sorting may be appropriate when the problem space and relationships between
concepts are well-defined (e.g., repairing a bicycle, describing photosynthesis). Comparatively,
structured interviewing techniques and Likert-style questionnaires can be used for loosely
structured knowledge content (Langan-Fox, Code, & Langfield-Smith, 2000).
Caution is also required when implementing multiple elicitation methods. Evans et al.
(2001) found that the outputs of selected, individual elicitation methods overlapped more
between different participants, when compared with the convergence of the outputs of three
different methods within a single participant. The researchers examined pairwise relatedness
using pathfinder, concept mapping, and card sorting, on the task of analyzing driving terms. The
results supported the hypothesis that outputs do not readily generalize from one knowledge
elicitation method to another. Unfortunately, no single acceptable measure of mental models
exists, presumably due to the scope and contexts to which mental model theory is applied. Cooke
and Rowe (1994) examined four assessment techniques within the task of troubleshooting
electronics equipment on an aircraft. The researchers demonstrated that different elicitation
techniques capture different portions of a mental model. It was also suggested that a method24

taxonomy would be a useful reference for selecting measures that address the desired mental
model aspects of interest.
These same considerations also apply to mental model assessment within HRI (Ososky,
Phillips, & Jentsch, 2012). The current research assessed subjective ratings of robots, in order to
determine whether observation and interpretation of robot behavior influences the general
impressions an observer forms about a particular robot, specifically functionality and
trustworthiness. Subjective measures have been proposed as a part of a common, general
method-taxonomy for task-oriented HRI evaluations (Steinfeld et al., 2006), and have been
implemented into the methods of past HRI investigations. Research in which subjective ratings
of robots were collected is discussed in the following section.
Subjective Ratings of Robots
In measuring the mental models of participants, Kiesler and J. Goetz (J. Goetz & Kiesler,
2002; Kiesler & J. Goetz, 2002) examined both mental model content and richness through the
use of subjective ratings of robots. The researchers investigated human responses to different
robot forms, as well as participants’ willingness to interact with robots based on their
appearances. With respect to mental model content, participants provided ratings of the robot’s
personality, intelligence, reliability, and power. With respect to richness, the researchers
measured a participant’s willingness to ascribe certain (Big Five) personality characteristics to
robots. Their measures were sensitive to changes in robot appearance (humanoid vs. simple,
mechanical vs. complex) as well as the robot’s pre-programmed personality (playful vs. serious).
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Similarly, Bartneck and colleagues (Bartneck, Kulić, Croft, & Zoghbi, 2009) conducted a
literature review of prior measurement approaches and identified five rating dimensions, relevant
to their HRI research: anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability, perceived intelligence, and
perceived safety. The scales developed, as a result of that review, were intended to compare
human impressions of robots across investigations. It was also noted that behavioral observation
and physiological measurements, along with questionnaires, could be likely candidates for
inclusion in HRI experimentation, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.
Now, consider the following two studies in which pre-exposure mental models were not
congruent with the interaction experience. Each used a different technique to assess the impact of
a mental model that did not necessarily align with the robot’s perceived behavior.
Komatsu, Kurosawa, and Yamada (2011) examined human interaction behavior under
conditions in which pre-exposure mental models did not match a robot’s observed behavior. The
researchers manipulated the prescribed reliability (10%, 90%) of a robot teammate in a
cooperative detection task. The robot’s actual reliability was fixed (at 33%) for all participants. A
significant difference was found between the two groups in the acceptance rate of the robot’s
detection suggestion, with the group in the low-expected reliability condition accepting more of
the robot’s detection suggestions than the high-expected reliability group. This was not unlike
the work of Lee and colleagues (2010), described earlier, in which forewarning participants of a
robot’s difficulty with a task positively influenced subjective ratings of the robot, compared to
ratings from participants receiving no forewarning, when the robot was unreliable in a task.
Lohse (2011) took a different perspective on the work of Komatsu and colleagues,
broadening the scope of the investigation to include behavioral attributes of robots that may
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additionally affect HRI. Participants were asked to rate their expectations, along social and
functional dimensions, of a robot whose prescribed purpose was a home-assistant (participants
also rated the importance of each attribute). A majority of the subjective ratings declined after
observing the robot. Furthermore, attributes rated as most important for the home-assistant taskrole decreased more than less-important attributes. The researchers concluded that the robot’s
performance did not meet users’ pre-exposure expectations, resulting in lower subjective ratings
of the robot.
These studies underscore an important aspect of HRI, in that impressions of a robot may
be influenced by pre-exposure mental models in addition to a robot’s actual behavior. Similar
implications, specifically for trust, are discussed in the final section of this review.
Implications for Trustworthiness
Trust is a critical aspect of human–robot interaction (Oleson, Hancock, Billings, &
Schesser, 2011). Results from a meta-analysis conducted by Hancock et al. (2011), suggested
that robot characteristics have the strongest influence on trust within human–robot teams. Robot
related characteristics included performance-based factors such as behavior, reliability, and
transparency, along with attribute-based factors such as personality, type, and anthropomorphic
qualities.
An argument of the current research was that the calibration of human trust in robotic
systems is influenced not only by ground-truth robotic characteristics, but also through the
human’s perception of robots, specifically perceptions of motion behavior. Some examples of
mental models mitigating the effect of robots’ behaviors were discussed earlier (Komatsu et al.,
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2011; M. K. Lee et al., 2010). Consider two additional examples in which even simple
interactions between humans and robots can influence perceptions of social presence and trust.
Wiltshire and colleagues (2013) examined perceptions of robot social presence based on the
manner in which a robot and human pass one another in a hallway. The researchers found that
passive robot behaviors were perceived as more socially present than assertive behaviors. In a
similar study in which participants observed recordings of a similar hallway traversal, Kidd and
Breazeal (2004) also found that slower, passive behaviors of robots were perceived as adhering
to social etiquette. Additionally, these slower behaviors were found to be perceived as more
trustworthy than fast, aggressive behaviors.
The perception of trust in robots is relevant to HRI, in that miscalibrated trust may result
in system misuse or disuse (Komatsu et al., 2011). Misuse describes failures resulting from a
miscalibrated, overreliance on automation capability (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997). For example,
in an investigation of automated, en-route flight planning systems it was discovered that
participants investigated fewer route alternatives given automated route suggestions. Those
participants were also prone to accepting the automation’s route suggestion, even if the
suggestion was a poor one (Layton, Smith, & McCoy, 1994).
Alternatively, the “underutilization of automation” (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997, p. 233)
is known as automation disuse. Disuse is relevant to the specific context of military operations as
described in the following quote from an Army Research Laboratory report on automation: “On
the battlefield, sub-optimal human–computer performance can be lethal. … In combat, disuse
may be more of a problem than misuse. … This is consistent with findings from some interviews
with Gulf War soldiers who indicated that they turned off their automated systems.” (Dzindolet,
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Dawe, Beck, & Pierce, 2001, p. 17) Therefore, given a task of sufficient personal risk, a human
may decide not to leverage the abilities of a robot teammate at all, if trust in that asset is low or
diminished. On the other hand, given a task of sufficient complexity (IED defeat, cordon and
search operations), some use of the robot may be imperative to reaching higher performance
outcomes.
Recall the research problem that was identified in the first chapter: The relative quality of
a near-future, autonomous robot will be of little benefit if humans misunderstand its purpose or
misinterpret what it is doing. The problem is that the misinterpretation of robotic behavior results
in the incorrect assessment of robotic capabilities and functions, misaligned trust and reliance,
and inappropriate social responses toward robots in complex and / or dangerous situations
(Figure 7). The final set of hypotheses therefore, stated:
H3: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences
subjective ratings of robots.
H3a: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences
subjective ratings of robot intelligence.
H3b: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences
subjective ratings of robot power.
H3c: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences
subjective ratings of robot safety.
H3d: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences
subjective ratings of trust in robots.
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Summary Information
The following summary presents: the study model (Figure 7), a listing of the hypotheses
(Table 2), a table of variables (Table 3), and a table of potential confounding variables (Table 4).

Figure 7. Complete, operationalized study model of hypothesized relationships
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Table 2
Summary of hypotheses

Statement
Research statement: Robot motion affects human perception of robots such that different
motion behaviors elicit different interpretations of robotic intent.
HMC (Manipulation Check): Prescribed task-role information positively influences task-role
mental models as demonstrated by task-role understanding.
H1: Task-role mental models that are congruent with robot motion behavior improve
perception of robot motion behavior as demonstrated through (a) interpretation of the
intent of the behavior and (b) subjective sureness in those interpretations.
H1a: Observers with a security guard task-role mental model more accurately perceive robotguard behavior than observers with no prescribed mental model.
H1b: Observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model more accurately perceive robotgroundskeeper behavior than observers with no prescribed mental model.
H2: An interaction exists between task-role mental models and robot motion behavior,
such that task-role mental models that are incongruent with robot motion behavior
negatively impact perception of robot motion behavior
H2a: Observers with a security guard task-role mental model less accurately perceive robotgroundskeeper behavior than both observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model and
observers with no prescribed mental model.
H2b: Observers with a groundskeeper guard task-role mental model less accurately perceive
robot-guard behavior than both observers with a security guard task-role mental model and
observers with no prescribed mental model.
H2c: Among observers with a security guard mental model, robot-groundskeeper behavior is
perceived less accurately than robot-guard behavior.
H2d: Among observers with a groundskeeper mental model, robot-guard behavior is perceived
less accurately than robot-groundskeeper behavior.
H3: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences subjective
ratings of robots.
H3a: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences subjective
ratings of robot intelligence.
H3b: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences subjective
ratings of robot power.
H3c: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences subjective
ratings of robot safety.
H3d: More accurate perception of robot motion behavior positively influences subjective
ratings of trust in robots.
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Table 3
Constructs of interest
Construct Name

Operationalized Variable

Affected Variables

Impact

Robot behaviors

Robot motion behavior

Affected variable
Perception of robot motion
behavior

Interaction Large

Conceptual model

Preparatory task-role
information

Affected variable
Task-role mental model

Positive

Mental model

Task-role mental model

Affected variable
Perception of robot motion
behavior

Interaction Medium ANOVA with planned
to Large comparisons

Manipulation check:
Task-role understanding
Perception of robot
behavior

Perception of robot motion
behavior

Effect
Size

Analysis

References

Research statement /
assumption

Harris & Sharlin (2011);
Heider & Simmel (1944);
Ju & Takayama (2009);
Richardson (2012);
Saerbeck & Bartneck (2010)

Medium Manipulation check

Paired samples t-test
Positive
Affected variable
Subjective ratings of robots

Broadbent et al. (2011);
Hinds et al. (2004);
M.K. Lee et al. (2010);
Norman (1983);
Rouse & Morris (1986);
Young (1983)
Ju & Takayama (2009);
Ososky et al. (2012);
Richardson (2012);
Saerbeck & Bartneck (2010);
Takayama et al. (2011)

Medium Regression

Harris & Sharlin (2011);
Komatsu et al. (2011);
Lohse (2011);
Richardson (2012);
Takayama et al. (2011)

n/a

Bartneck, Kulić, et al. (2009);
Oleson et al. (2011);
Hancock et al. (2011);
Parasuraman & Riley (1997);
J.D. Lee & See (2004);
J.D. Lee & Moray (1994);
Wiltshire et al. (2013)

Sub-variables
Observer interpretation of
intent in robot behavior
Sureness of interpretation
Impressions of robots

Subjective ratings of robots n/a

n/a

Sub-variables
Intelligence
Power
Safety
Trust
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n/a

Table 4
Potential confounding variables
Name

Sub Constructs /
Affected Constructs

Effect Size

Manifest
Variables

Method for
control

References

Environmental factors

Perception of robot behavior

Medium

n/a

Control

Hancock, Billings, and Schaefer
(2011)

Robot: Social aspects

Perception of robot behavior

Medium

n/a

Control

Hinds et al. (2004);
Wiltshire et al. (2013)

Robot: Communication

Perception of robot behavior

Medium

n/a

Control

Lee et al. (2005);
Braezeal (2005)

Robot: Physical appearance

Perception of robot behavior
Impressions of robots

Large

n/a

Control

Broadbent et al. (2011);
Sims et al. (2005);
Oleson et al. (2011)

Military experience

Task-role mental model
Impressions of robots

Medium

Biographical data form

Covary

Singer (2009);
Dzindolet et al. (2001)

Video game experience

Impressions of robots
Robotics experience

Small

Biographical data form

Covary

Ososky, Phillips, Schuster, &
Jentsch (2013)

Robotics experience

Task-role mental model
Perception of robot behavior
Impressions of robots

Medium

Biographical data form

Covary

Bruemmer and Few (2003);
Marble et al. (2003);
Takayama & Pantofaru (2009)

Age

Impressions of robots

Small

Biographical data form

Covary

Nomura, Kanda, Suzuki, & Kato
(2008)

Gender

Impressions of robots

Small

Biographical data form

Covary

Bartneck (2007);
Nomura et al. (2008);
Schermerhorn (2008)

Culture

Impressions of robots

Medium

n/a

Ignore

Bartneck (2005)
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN
C3PO: “R2-D2, what are you doing?”
-Star Wars (1977)

An Evaluation of Robot Behavior
This research utilized a novel simulation environment to present different robot motion
behaviors (security guard, groundskeeper) to participants, in which groups of participants
differed by the preparatory information provided about the robot’s potential purpose. It was
expected that participants would use this information to form a task-role mental model of the
robot, which would then become a lens through which robot motion behaviors were interpreted,
and which ultimately would impact subjective ratings of the robot, including ratings of
intelligence, safety, and trustworthiness. Given different motion behaviors, it was important to
also give active consideration to the influence of the environment in which the interaction
occurred, as well as the form of the robot, as both could have confounded the interpretation of
robot motion behavior. In this section, a rationale is provided for critical simulation design
considerations, followed by specific details of the research design in subsequent sections.
Design: Physical Appearance of the Robot
As described in the literature review, humans are susceptible to the superficial
characteristics of robots; therefore, a neutral robotic form was constructed that would not suggest
a particular purpose for the robot. An armed robot, for example, might have suggested a military
scenario. Even the coloring of the robot could imply a particular function or purpose: A black or
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blue-colored robot might have evoked a mental model of a police robot, or yellow for a
construction robot. For this research, a simple robot platform was constructed with physical
components common to most robots (visual sensor, wheels, etc.). Additionally, the robot was
painted with a color scheme intended to be unfamiliar to observers, while providing a reasonable
amount of contrast against the environment, with ease of visual acquisition in mind.
The robot was designed in Garry’s Mod (Team Garry, 2013), using the components and
construction tools that are built into the software. The design of the robot’s physical appearance
was informed by related mental model research conducted by my colleagues at UCF and myself.
In our prior work (Ososky, Phillips, et al., 2013), we asked participants to sketch what they
believed a future military robot teammate might look like. Many participants imagined robot
forms that were either anthropomorphic or mechanical. For the current research, I examined only
the mechanical robot forms to create a robot that was simple, yet plausible, with abstract
coloring and components, in order to reduce the possibility that the appearance of the robot,
alone, would have betrayed a specific purpose of the robot (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Simulated robot; front, angle, and rear views, respectively
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Design: Simulation Environment
For this research, it was not sufficient to present an abstract environment to participants,
as one defining element of a robot is the ability to affect the environment (Singer, 2009, p. 67).
Therefore, a public, outdoor setting was selected as the backdrop for the visualization (Figure 9).
This environment was selected because it represented a familiar context (i.e., a park or farmer’s
market), in which participants could have imagined a number of purposes for robotic systems,
and was relatively innocuous (compared to military operations). Finally, it was also an
environment which did not necessarily dictate a specific form for the robot. If the environment
was a construction site, for example, one might have expected to see a robot that shared physical
features with modern construction equipment and machinery.

Figure 9. Screenshot from Garry's Mod, depicting outdoor environment and simple robot form
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Design: Motion Behaviors of the Robot
The purpose of this research was to study the relationship between an observer’s mental
model and the robot’s actual motion behavior. Prior research regarding motion interpretation in
HRI has used techniques in which either entity movement was modeled on human behavior
(Heider & Simmel, 1944; Richardson, 2012), or robotic behavior was abstract in nature (Harris
& Sharlin, 2011; Saerbeck & Bartneck, 2010). Because the focus of this research was the
interpretation of robot motion behavior in a task-oriented context, completely abstract behaviors
were not appropriate. Therefore, human motion constraints were used as a guide to develop the
behaviors presented to the participants. That is to say, the robot could turn side-to-side, and move
forward and backward; however, it did not hover or fly about the grounds, or spend extended
periods of time navigating in reverse. Additionally, the robot did not utilize human social cues,
such as gaze and gesture, as this was outside of the scope of this investigation.
For the purposes of this study, the motion behaviors of two (2) different task-roles were
acted out using the constructed robot in the designated simulation environment. The selected task
roles were robot security guard and robot groundskeeper. These roles were selected based upon
a number of criteria — the roles had to be plausible within the simulated outdoor environment,
the roles needed to have a number of varied responsibilities whose behaviors could be acted out
using motion, and the motion behaviors needed to be physically possible for the robot to perform
(e.g., the robot could not jump, swim, or climb). The final list of motion behaviors were
informed by task-role and responsibility descriptions freely available on O*NET OnLine
(www.onetonline.org), and controlled for quality through an iterative process of storyboarding
and prototyping with pilot participants (Table 5, see also Appendix L).
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Table 5
Motion behaviors performed by the robot within the simulated environment
Robot motion behaviors
Security Guard

Groundskeeper

Guarding a park entrance / exit

Mowing the yard

Investigating a disturbance

Trimming or pruning shrubs

Patrolling the park

Gathering and removing litter

Escorting an individual out of the park

Cleaning the sidewalk

Apprehending an individual

Collecting soil samples from plants

Experimental Design and Power Analysis
The study used a 3 (preparatory task-role information) x 2 (robot motion behavior) [x 2
(video sequence)] mixed model design. Preparatory task-role information was a betweensubjects independent variable with three conditions (security guard, groundskeeper, and control /
no information). Robot motion behavior was a within-subjects independent variable with two
conditions (security guard motion behavior, groundskeeper motion behavior). Additionally, the
order in which the two types of robot motion behaviors were presented was counterbalanced,
creating another between-subjects variable with two conditions (robot security guard motion
behaviors first, robot groundskeeper motion behaviors first). The dependent variables were the
perception of robot behavior (interpretation of intent, security guard role attributions,
groundskeeper role attributions, and subjective sureness of interpretation), and subjective ratings
of the robot (ratings of intelligence, power, safety, and trustworthiness).
A power analysis was conducted using G*Power 3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner,
2007) for a between-factors ANOVA with repeated measures, for a medium effect size (f =
0.25), an alpha level of 0.05, and power level of 0.8. The estimated appropriate sample size
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calculated for three groups (3 preparatory information conditions), and each participant viewing
two types of robot behaviors (security guard and groundskeeper), was N=120.

Participants
Participants were 189 students recruited from the undergraduate psychology student
population at the University of Central Florida (UCF). Participants involved in this study had to
be students who were enrolled in a psychology class, and were over the age of 18. Students
participating in the study were recruited through UCF’s Sona (research participation) System.
Participants had to demonstrate eligibility (class registration) by signing up for Sona Systems
and completing a pre-screening measure provided by Sona Systems. This pre-screening measure
screened students for age, such that only students who were 18 years old or older were able to
sign-up to participate in this study. Students were granted credit to fulfill research participation
requirements for their courses. The research protocol for this work was approved by UCF’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB) and through the United States Army’s headquarters-level
administrative review (see Appendix A, approval letters).
This study was administered entirely online, meaning that participants were not in the
physical presence of an experiment coordinator when interacting with the study. Therefore, data
integrity was of critical importance in this study. In order to maintain the integrity of the data, a
set of criteria were established, a priori, and were used to determine participants who needed to
be excluded, as well as the final set of data to be carried forward into subsequent analyses. Of
those excluded from the analyses, 7 participants were removed due to technical errors with the
software (e.g., a video would not load), 24 participants elected to exit the study prior to
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completion, 19 participants failed the manipulation check, and 19 participants’ data were
removed due to evidence suggesting a general lack of effort. Lack of effort was defined by a
combination of factors including: total time spent in the study, time spent watching individual
videos, nonsensical responses in open-ended questions, and multiple-choice response patterns
indicating that questions were not being answered in any meaningful way. A total of 69 of the
189 participants’ data were excluded from the analyses. These exclusions resulted in a sample
size of 120 participants, upon which all subsequent analyses were based.

Equipment
The experiment took place entirely online, using a computer system with an Internet
connection. Survey management software (Qualtrics) was used to facilitate the presentation of
study instructions and surveys, the display of recorded video segments, and the collection of
participant responses. Video segments depicting robot motion behaviors were scripted in Garry’s
Mod (Team Garry, 2013), a physics sandbox environment built on Valve’s Source game engine.
Videos clips were recorded using a Fraps®, a screen capturing software tool (Beepa, 2013).

Measures
Biographical Data Form
This basic, 12-item questionnaire consisted of demographic questions such as age,
gender, and visual acuity. Demographics have been suggested as a factor influencing HRI
(Nomura et al., 2008), and were considered as potential covariates in this research. A more
specific set of questions surveyed the participants’ GPA, undergraduate major, and military
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service. Questions directly relevant to the study were also included in this survey, which
included: prior experience with robots and video game experience (specifically military-based
first person shooters). Prior experiences with aspects of the research proposed here, such as
robotics (Takayama & Pantofaru, 2009) or the simulation tool itself, could have influenced a
participant’s experience in this study. However, the simulation environment was significantly
modified to not reflect a specific robot or game; therefore, I did not anticipate excluding potential
participants outright, based on these prior experiences. However, these prior experience factors
were considered as potential covariates. See Appendix C.
Responsibility Familiarity Survey
The purpose of this custom survey was to reinforce the preparatory information presented
about a particular task-role. Participants were asked to review a list of ten (10) responsibilities
that were associated with a specific task-role, determined by the condition into which
participants were randomly placed. Job-related responsibilities that were included on this survey
were derived from information freely available on O*NET OnLine (www.onetonline.org), a
career exploration website created for the U.S. Department of Labor / Employment & Training
Administration. For each item, participants were asked to rate their existing knowledge of a
responsibility as it related to the particular task-role using a four point scale (see Appendices D
and E). For example, the following items (Table 6) appeared for the security guard and
groundskeeper role, respectively.
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Responsibility

Not at all
familiar

A little
familiar

Somewha
t familiar

Very
familiar

Table 6
Responsibility familiarity survey, example items for security guard and groundskeeper, respectively

Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of employees, visitors, and
other persons to guard against theft and maintain security of premises.









Mow or edge lawns, using power mowers or edgers.









Role Understanding Survey
A custom pre-test survey was designed as a manipulation check for retention of task-role
mental model knowledge. Participants were presented with a large set of forty (40) randomized
responsibilities. Thirty (30) of the listed responsibilities were taken from other task-roles (e.g.,
waiter, paramedic, mail carrier, etc.), also derived from information freely available on O*Net
OnLine (www.onetonline.org). Participants were asked to identify, from the list, as many of the
original ten (10) task-role responsibilities that they could recall from the responsibility
familiarity survey. Participants indicated the items they could recall seeing earlier, using a binary
response format (i.e., yes or no). See Appendices F and G, respectively.
Interpretation of Robot Behavior
Participants viewed a series of pre-recorded videos of a robot executing motion behaviors
within a simulation environment; this included a sample video used to train participants on the
observation task (see Appendix H for task-training). For each video, participants completed two
free-response survey items that asked participants to describe the robot’s behavior and what the
robot was trying to achieve (i.e., a task-role responsibility). Additionally, participants
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subjectively rated how sure they were about their interpretations. This questionnaire was similar
to ones used by Richardson (2012) and Takayama et al. (2011), with respect to observationbased HRI research. See Appendix I.
Subjective Rating of Robots
This questionnaire asked participants to rate the robot observed in each video clip using a
series of 6-point semantic differential scales, along four primary dimensions: intelligence, power,
safety, and trustworthiness. There were a total of seven (7) items in this survey. The dimensions
and sub-items were selected based on related HRI research in which participants’ impressions of
robots were assessed (Bartneck, Kulić, et al., 2009; J. Goetz & Kiesler, 2002; Kiesler & J. Goetz,
2002; Lohse, 2011). The internal consistency of this questionnaire was initially evaluated using
pilot data, for six of the seven items; the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .93, an indication of
excellent internal consistency. An additional survey item was added to the final measure
(Aimless vs. Goal-directedness), to gain additional insight into participants’ subjective ratings.
The revised scale, deployed within the study presented here, had good internal consistency, with
a Cronbach alpha coefficient of .89 (see Appendix I).
Trust in Robots Measure
An additional subjective measure of trust in robots was administered following each of
the two video sets of robot behavior. This survey was adapted from a survey of trust between
people and automation, whose development is described in Jian, Bisantz, and Drury (2000).
There were a total of nine (9) statements in the current survey, with Likert-style responses (on a
7-point scale) from not at all (= 1) to extremely (= 7). To adapt the survey to the study presented
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here, the phrase “the system” was replaced with “the robot.” Additionally, the sentence structure
of each statement was changed to reflect the correct tense and context. For example: “The system
is deceptive” became “This robot was deceptive.” The items on the survey, when adapted, were
still sensible and relevant to the current investigation. The internal consistency of this
questionnaire was also evaluated using pilot data; the Cronbach alpha coefficient was .86, an
indication of good internal consistency. In the study presented here, this measure maintained
good internal consistency, with a Cronbach alpha coefficient of .82 (see Appendix J).

Procedure
The schedule for the study is provided in Figure 10. The study was designed to be selfguided, and administered entirely online.
Upon accessing the survey website, participants first reviewed the informed consent
form. After the document was reviewed, and all questions and concerns addressed (via the
researchers’ contact information on the informed consent), participants indicated their decision to
participate in the study by checking a box on the electronic informed consent form (see
Appendix B).
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Figure 10. Study progression flowchart

Prior to accessing the study, participants were randomly assigned to one of six (3 x 2)
conditions, defined by preparatory task-role information (3) and the sequence in which the videobased robot behavior sets were presented (2) to the participants (gender was also balanced across
each of the six conditions). The preparatory task-role information described a specific task-role
and responsibilities associated with that role. These conditions were:
•

Security Guard: Participants received preparatory information about the role and
responsibilities of a security guard then later asked to imagine a robot with this purpose.
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•

Groundskeeper: Participants received preparatory information about the role and
responsibilities of a groundskeeper then later asked to imagine a robot with this purpose.

•

Control (no role): Participants received no preparatory information, and therefore were
not asked to imagine a specific purpose for a robot.
The video sequence condition referred to the order in which the two sets of motion

behavior video clips were presented to participants. These conditions were:
•

Robot Security Guard Motion Behaviors first: Participants first viewed the set of robot
security guard behaviors, followed by the set of robot groundskeeper behaviors.

•

Robot Groundskeeper Motion Behaviors first: Participants first viewed the set of robot
groundskeeper behaviors, followed by the set of robot security guard behaviors.
Participants then learned about a particular task-role (the control group skipped directly

to task-training). They received a brief description of the role and responsibilities that were
relevant for the current investigation. Following the task-role introduction, participants were
asked to complete the responsibility familiarity and role understanding surveys.
Next, participants were asked to imagine that a robot would someday be able to
autonomously perform this same task-role (the control group was asked to imagine that robots
will someday be able to fulfill a variety of task-roles, autonomously). Participants were then told
their help was requested in reviewing video clips of an autonomous robot being tested within a
simulated, virtual environment. The training emphasized the need to attend to the robot’s motion
behavior in each video clip. Participants then viewed an example video clip with which they
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practiced answering the questions that would follow each video in the performance phase of the
study (see Appendix H).
The training phase was followed by the performance phase, in which participants were
asked to watch two sets, each of five, video clips (a total of 10 video clips, overall). In each
video clip, the robot performed a unique motion behavior within the public, outdoor
environment. Each set of videos depicted a different series of motion behaviors, respectively:
•

Robot Security Guard Motion Behaviors: The five video clips in this set depicted the
robot performing motion behaviors consistent with the responsibilities of a security guard
(patrolling the park, escorting an individual from the park, guarding a park entrance,
apprehending an individual, and investigating a disturbance).

•

Robot Groundskeeper Motion Behaviors: The five video clips in this set depicted the
robot performing motion behaviors consistent with the responsibilities of a
groundskeeper (mowing a yard, trimming shrubs, gathering and removing trash, cleaning
a sidewalk, and collecting soil samples).
Videos within sets were presented in a randomized order, and video set presentation order

(i.e., video sequence condition) was counterbalanced across the preparatory information
conditions (PICs).

Following each video clip, participants were asked to complete the

interpretation of robotic behavior survey and subjective ratings of robots survey. Participants
completed the trust in robots measure once after each set of videos (twice overall).
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Once participants observed and responded to the video clips, the post-participation
information was displayed, which included the purpose of the study and contact information for
the research team (see Appendix K). The study duration was approximately fifty (50) minutes.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.0 with an alpha level of .05,
unless otherwise noted. All statistical analyses were performed using the final sample of N =
120, unless otherwise noted.

Demographic Variables
Demographic variables for the sample are presented in Table 7. Significant correlations
revealed that males in the study tended to be older, had a higher GPA, reported greater video
game experience (VGE), and greater self-reported knowledge of robotics technologies than
females. Additionally, video game experience was also positively correlated with self-reported
knowledge of robotics technologies. Military experience was excluded from this analysis due to
the negligible number of participants reporting such experience.

Table 7
Descriptive statistics and inter-correlations among demographic variables
Variable

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

1 Age (years)

18.78

1.61

—

2 Gender (1=Female)

0.55

0.50

-.20*

—

3 GPA (0.00 – 4.00)

3.50

0.45

-.47**

.07

—

4 General video game
experience (1-6)

4.28

1.62

.10

-.57**

.08

—

5 FPS1 video game
experience (1-6)

3.55

1.81

.16

-.69**

-.01

.73**

—

6 Knowledge of robotics
technologies (1-6)

1.61

1.07

.10

-.19*

.00

.25**

.35**

6

—

Note. Self-reported video game experience and robotics knowledge were Likert-scales where, 1 = not at all familiar,
6 = very familiar. 1FPS refers to first-person shooter video games. * p < .05. ** p < .01.
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Check of Random Assignment
A series of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests was performed to ensure the
sample population was randomly assigned among the preparatory information (Table 8) and
video sequence conditions (Table 9), respectively, according to demographic differences. None
of the demographic variables approached significance in either the preparatory information
condition or the video sequence condition. Additionally, a two-way between-subjects
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), using the major demographic variables as DVs
and preparatory information condition and video sequence condition as factorial IVs, did not
approach significance for the preparatory information condition, Wilks’ λ = .91, F (12, 188) =
0.77, p = .69; the video sequence condition, Wilks’ λ = .94, F (6, 94) = 1.00, p = .43; or the
interaction of the two, Wilks’ λ = .88, F (12, 188) = 1.02, p = .43.

Table 8
Descriptive statistics and ANOVA for demographic variables by preparatory information condition
Preparatory information condition
Overall
M (SD)

Security
Guard
M (SD)

Groundskeeper
M (SD)

Control
(no info.)
M (SD)

df

F

p

18.78 (1.61)

18.90 (1.77)

18.95 (1.75)

18.48 (1.26)

2, 117

1.051

.353

Gender

0.55 (.50)

0.53 (.51)

0.55 (.50)

0.58 (.50)

2, 117

.099

.906

GPA

3.50 (0.45)

3.46 (0.49)

3.51 (0.47)

3.53 (0.41)

2, 102

.226

.798

VGE, gen.

4.28 (1.62)

4.15 (1.70)

4.58 (1.38)

4.13 (1.74)

2, 117

.981

.378

VGE, FPS1

3.55 (1.81)

3.60 (1.95)

3.65 (1.66)

3.40 (1.85)

2, 117

.211

.810

Variable
Age

Knowledge
1.61 (1.07)
1.65 (1.22)
1.58 (0.96)
1.60 (1.15)
2, 117
.050
.951
of robotics
Note. Gender was coded as 0 = male, 1 = female; self-reported video game experience and robotics knowledge were
Likert-scales where 1 = not at all familiar, 6 = very familiar. 1FPS refers to first-person shooter video games.
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Table 9
Descriptive statistics and ANOVA for demographic variables by video sequence condition
Video sequence condition
Overall
M (SD)

Security videos first
M (SD)

Groundskeeper videos
first M (SD)

df

F

p

18.78 (1.61)

18.68 (1.50)

18.87 (1.72)

1, 118

.386

.535

Gender

1.55 (.50)

1.53 (.50)

1.57 (.50)

1, 118

.133

.716

GPA

3.50 (0.45)

3.45 (0.46)

3.56 (0.44)

1, 103

1.622

.206

VGE, gen.

4.28 (1.62)

4.37 (1.59)

4.20 (1.65)

1, 118

.318

.574

VGE, FPS1

3.55 (1.81)

3.68 (1.78)

3.42 (1.84)

1, 118

.650

.422

Variable
Age

Knowledge
1.61 (1.07)
1.77 (1.29)
1.45 (0.77)
1, 118
2.657
.106
of robotics
Note. Gender was coded as 0 = male, 1 = female; self-reported video game experience and robotics knowledge were
Likert-scales where 1 = not at all familiar, 6 = very familiar. 1FPS refers to first-person shooter video games.

An additional analysis was conducted on the distribution of participants, by self-reported
college major, within the sample. Reported college majors were coded according to the UCF
College in which the participant’s major was hosted. A Pearson Chi-Square test indicated no
significant association between college major and preparatory information condition χ2 (20, n =
120) = 24.62, p = .22, Cramer’s φ < .001.
To control for the possible confounding effect of gender within the study, the last twentyfour (24) participants were randomly assigned to conditions based on their gender. A Pearson
Chi-square test indicated no significant association between the conditions and gender, χ2 (5, n =
120) = .81, p = .98, Cramer’s φ = .01. The distribution of male and female participants per each
individual condition (as defined by 3 preparatory information groups x 2 video sequence orders)
is provided in Table 10. This also allowed the sample to reach equal cell sizes across the (3 x 2)
conditions.
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Table 10
Distribution of gender across between-subjects study conditions
Condition (preparatory information condition x video sequence condition)
N

Security Guard

Groundskeeper

Control (no information)

Overall

Security
Guard

Groundskeeper

Security
Guard

Groundskeeper

Security
Guard

Groundskeeper

Male

54

10

9

10

8

8

9

Female

66

10

11

10

12

12

11

Total

120

20

20

20

20

20

20

Gender

Note. Video sequence condition sub-columns indicate which set of robot motion behaviors that were viewed first.

Manipulation Check
The experimental design included a manipulation check which stated that prescribed
task-role information positively influenced task-role mental models, as demonstrated by task-role
understanding. Because task-role information priming served as the foundation for the
subsequent hypotheses, it was important to ensure that all participants in either the security guard
or groundskeeper preparatory information conditions (PIC) met minimum-acceptable score
criteria on the information provided for their respective task-roles. The role understanding survey
was used for this purpose (in addition to serving as a filter for potentially disengaged
participants, see also Appendices F and G).
The minimum-acceptable criteria per individual participant were set at a minimum 75%
correct overall score (i.e., 30 of 40 items correct), with no more than 50% incorrect on items
related to the preparatory information groups’ specific task role (i.e., 5 of 10). As mentioned in
the previous chapter, only 19 participants failed to meet these minimum-acceptable criteria on
the role understanding survey, and were subsequently excluded from further analyses.
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Descriptive statistics indicated that these criteria were easily exceeded at the group level.
Additionally, a two-tailed independent samples t-test was conducted to compare role
understanding scores for the security guard and groundskeeper groups. There were no significant
differences in sub-scores or overall scores between the Security Guard PIC group and the
Groundskeeper PIC group (Table 11).

Table 11
Comparison of manipulation check scores by preparatory information condition
Preparatory
information
condition

Score
Task-role

Other roles

Overall1

1

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper

M

SD

df

t

p (twotailed)

Mean
difference

Security

8.98

1.48

78

-1.10

.27

-0.33

-0.91

0.26

Groundskeeper

9.30

1.14

Security

29.05

1.50

78

-1.04

.30

-0.30

-0.87

0.27

Groundskeeper

29.35

1.03

Security

38.03

2.19

69.71

-1.48

.14

-0.63

-1.47

0.22

Groundskeeper

38.65

1.53

Equal variances not assumed

Data Coding and Inter-rater Reliability
Over the course of the study, participants viewed a series of ten videos depicting various
robot motion behaviors. For each video, participants were asked to describe, in words, what they
saw the robot doing, and what they believed the robot was trying to do. Responses to these two
questions typically consisted of a sentence or short phrase. Combined together per each video,
these responses were given three binary scores according three corresponding dimensions:
1. Correct Interpretation: Was the action, or the intent of the robot’s motion behavior
correctly identified? (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
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2. Security Guard Attribution: Did the participant’s response describe an action or intent
congruent with the responsibilities of a security guard? (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
3. Groundskeeper Attribution: Did the participant’s response describe an action or intent
congruent with the responsibilities of a groundskeeper? (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
The coding scheme allowed for the identification of instances when a participant’s
description of the robot’s action or intent was correct. Additionally, the coding scheme allowed
for the identification of instances when a participant’s description of the robot’s behavior was
incorrect, but the robot’s task-role was correctly identified (e.g., robot was mowing the lawn, but
participant interpreted the behavior as watering plants). Conversely, it was also possible to
identify those instances where the participant’s description of the robot’s action or intent
imposed the incongruent task-role on the robot’s motion behavior (e.g., robot was mowing the
lawn, but participant interpreted the behavior as patrolling the grounds).
The data were coded by three independent raters. An inter-rater reliability analysis was
performed to determine the measure of agreement among the raters. The overall inter-rater
reliability between rater-one and rater-two was κ = 0.85 (p < .001), 95% CI (.83, .86); between
rater-one and rater-three was κ = 0.79 (p < .001), 95% CI (.77, .81); and between rater-two and
rater-three was κ = 0.75 (p < .001), 95% CI (.73, .77). These values suggested a substantial level
of agreement among the raters (Landis & Koch, 1977). The final ratings values used in the
analyses of the hypotheses were determined by majority consensus among the three raters (e.g.,
given a single rating item: rater-provided values of 0, 1, 1, were assigned a final consensus value
of 1).
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Computed Dependent Variables
After the qualitative response data were coded, using the aforementioned procedure, total
scores and variable averages were computed. Sets of variables were computed for the security
guard videos, and groundskeeper videos, respectively. For each of the two video sets: (a) sums
were calculated for the number of correct interpretations, security guard attributions, and
groundskeeper attributions; (b) averages were calculated for sureness of interpretation and the
seven subjective robot ratings (competence, intelligence, power, reliability, predictability, safety,
and goal directedness); and (c) a sum was calculated for each trust in robots measure, which was
administered twice (once, after each set of videos). These computed dependent variables (DVs)
were used in all subsequent analyses, unless otherwise noted.

Effect of Video Sequence Condition
The study was designed such that three preparatory information groups would observe
two sets of robot motion behaviors. To control for possible video-set order effects, the order in
which the sets of robot motion behaviors were viewed was counterbalanced across the three
preparatory information conditions. While this investigation did not specifically hypothesize
relationships between the video sequence condition and the dependent variables, it was necessary
to determine if such relationships existed. Therefore, a series of two-way between-groups
analyses of variance were conducted to examine the impact of the video sequence condition (IV)
and preparatory information condition (IV) on the previously described, computed dependent
variables (see Appendix M for the complete analysis).
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While video sequence had a significant main effect on certain DVs related to the robot
groundskeeper motion behavior video set, the practical impact was minimal. First, there were no
statistically significant interactions between the video sequence condition (IV) and preparatory
information condition (IV) for any of the computed DVs. Second, only small to medium effect
sizes were found for those variables impacted by video sequence condition. Third, the
differences in total mean scores were almost all less than 0.5 (on scales of 0 to 5, 1 to 6, and 1 to
7, respectively), save for one total mean difference of 0.52. Finally, no significant effects for
video sequence were detected for any of the computed DVs associated with the robot security
guard motion behavior set.
A practical conclusion that was drawn from these analyses was that seeing the security
guard videos first created a small, positive carry-over effect on DVs associated with the
groundskeeper videos, when viewed second. This aspect was not intended as part of the study
design and was further discussed in Chapter 5 as a potential study limitation. Given these limited
results, however, all subsequent hypotheses tests safely proceeded with the video sequence
condition collapsed across the three preparatory information conditions.

Descriptive Statistics
The following table reports the overall means and standard deviations for the major
computed DVs, by preparatory information condition, for both of the robot motion behavior
video sets (Table 12).
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Table 12
Overall means and standard deviations for computed DVs, by preparatory infromation condition
Preparatory Information Condition (PIC)
Computed dependent variable – M (SD)

Security Guard

Control

Groundskeeper

Correct interpretations (sum, 0-5)

2.80 (1.29)

1.80 (1.40)

1.55 (1.22)

Security Guard role attributions (sum, 0-5)

3.80 (1.40)

2.68 (1.59)

2.73 (1.50)

Groundskeeper role attributions (sum, 0-5)

0.03 (0.16)

0.10 (0.30)

0.33 (0.62)

Sureness of interpretations (avg. 1-7)

5.06 (1.19)

4.20 (1.13)

4.53 (1.30)

Trust in robots (sum, 9-63)

44.28 (8.67)

39.05 (9.68)

37.78 (9.07)

Correct interpretations (sum, 0-5)

0.60 (0.79)

1.08 (0.94)

1.73 (1.36)

Security Guard role attributions (sum, 0-5)

1.40 (1.32)

0.20 (0.46)

0.35 (0.66)

Groundskeeper role attributions (sum, 0-5)

0.98 (1.03)

1.80 (1.40)

2.88 (1.54)

Sureness of interpretations (avg., 1-7)

4.39 (1.20)

4.01 (1.23)

4.29 (1.32)

Trust in robots (sum, 9-63)

39.73(8.97)

41.63 (7.80)

39.98 (6.47)

Robot Security Guard motion behaviors

Robot Groundskeeper motion behaviors

Note. N = 40 for each preparatory information condition.

Tests of Hypothesis
Analyses for Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 stated that task-role mental models would improve perception of robot
motion behavior as demonstrated through (a) interpretation of the intent of the behavior, and (b)
subjective sureness in those interpretations. To test this hypothesis, a series of one-way betweengroups ANOVA with planned comparisons were conducted on the sum of correct interpretations,
sum of security guard attributions, sum of groundskeeper attributions, and average subjective
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sureness of ratings. Tests for the specific sub-hypotheses are described in the following
subsections.
Hypothesis 1a: Security Guard Preparatory Information Group Viewing Robot Security Guard
Motion Behaviors
Hypothesis 1a stated that observers with a security guard task-role mental model would
more accurately perceive robot security guard motion behaviors than observers with no
prescribed mental model. ANOVA with planned-comparisons tests were performed comparing
the Security Guard preparatory information condition (PIC) group against the Control PIC
groups, and against the Control PIC + Groundskeeper PIC groups, respectively (Table 13).
The Security Guard PIC group made significantly more correct interpretations than the
Control PIC group: t (117) = 3.432, p < .001 (one-tailed), Cohen’s d = 0.63; and was
significantly more sure of their interpretations: t (117) = 3.271, p = .001 (one-tailed), Cohen’s d
= 0.60. The effect sizes, calculated using Cohen’s d, were medium to large (Cohen, 1988, p. 82).
As expected, the Security Guard PIC group made more security guard role-attributions than the
Control PIC group on the robot security guard motion behavior video set. This same pattern of
results was found in contrasts between the Security Guard PIC group and the Control PIC +
Groundskeeper PIC groups.
These results supported Hypothesis 1a — the evidence suggested that having a Security
Guard task-role mental model led to better perception of robot security guard motion behaviors.
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Table 13
Results of ANOVA with planned comparisons for Hypothesis 1a
Security Guard motion behaviors
Correct Interpretations

Security Guard role-attributions

Groundskeeper role-attributions1

Subjective Sureness

Security Guard PIC versus

df

t

p

Cohen’s d

Control

117

3.432

< .001

0.63

Control + Groundskeeper

117

4.458

< .001

0.82

Control

117

3.355

< .001

0.62

Control + Groundskeeper

117

3.788

< .001

0.70

Control

58.68

-1.385

.09

---

Control + Groundskeeper

78.51

-3.138

.001

-0.71

Control

117

3.271

.001

0.60

Control + Groundskeeper

117

2.970

.002

0.55

1

Note. p values for 1-tailed test shown. Equal variances not assumed. PIC = preparatory information condition.
Guidelines for Cohen’s d: small = 0.2, medium = 0.5, large = 0.8.

Hypothesis 1b: Groundskeeper Preparatory Information Group Viewing Robot Groundskeeper
Motion Behaviors
Hypothesis 1b stated that observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model would
more accurately perceive robot-groundskeeper motion behaviors than observers with no
prescribed mental model. ANOVA with planned-comparisons tests were performed comparing
the Groundskeeper PIC group against the Control PIC group, and against the Control PIC +
Security Guard PIC groups, respectively (Table 14).
The Groundskeeper PIC group made significantly more correct interpretations than the
Control PIC: t (69.55) = 2.485, p = .008 (one-tailed), Cohen’s d = 0.60 (equal variances not
assumed). As expected, the Groundskeeper PIC group made significantly more groundskeeper
role attributions than the Control PIC group. However, the differences in subjective sureness
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were not statistically significant between the Groundskeeper PIC group and Control PIC group,
or the Control PIC + Security Guard PIC groups.
The results partially supported Hypothesis 1b — the evidence suggested that having a
groundskeeper task-role mental model led to more correct interpretations of robot groundskeeper
behavior, although this did not translate to increased subjective sureness of those interpretations.

Table 14
Results of ANOVA with planned comparisons for Hypothesis 1b
Groundskeeper motion behaviors
Correct Interpretations1

Security Guard role-attributions1

Groundskeeper role-attributions1

Subjective Sureness

Groundskeeper PIC versus

df

t

p

Cohen’s d

Control

69.55

2.485

.008

0.60

Control + Security Guard

55.24

3.767

< .001

1.01

Control

69.87

1.173

.123

---

Control + Security Guard

87.26

-2.958

.002

-0.63

Control

77.31

3.268

.001

0.74

Control + Security Guard

64.18

5.325

< .001

1.33

Control

117

0.983

.164

---

Control + Security Guard

117

0.351

.363

---

Note. p values for 1-tailed test shown. 1Equal variances not assumed. PIC = preparatory information condition.
Guidelines for Cohen’s d: small = 0.2, medium = 0.5, large = 0.8.

Analyses for Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that an interaction would exist between task-role mental models and
robot motion behavior, such that task-role mental models that were incongruent with robot
motion behavior would negatively impact perception of robot motion behavior. To test this
hypothesis, a series of one-way between-groups ANOVA with planned comparisons were
conducted on the sum of correct descriptions, sum of security guard attributions, sum of
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groundskeeper attributions, and average subjective sureness of ratings. The tests conducted were
similar to those for Hypothesis 1; here, however, the preparatory information condition (PIC)
groups were evaluated against their respective incongruent robot motion behavior set. Tests for
the specific task-roles are described in the following subsections.
Hypothesis 2a: Security Guard Preparatory Information Group viewing Robot Groundskeeper
Motion Behaviors
Hypothesis 2a stated that observers with a security guard task-role mental model would
less accurately perceive robot groundskeeper behavior than both observers with a groundskeeper
task-role mental model and observers with no prescribed mental model. ANOVA with plannedcomparisons tests were performed comparing the Security Guard PIC group against the Control
PIC group, and against the Control PIC + Groundskeeper PIC groups, respectively, on the robot
groundskeeper motion behavior video set (Table 15).
The Security Guard PIC group made significantly fewer correct interpretations than the
other PIC groups: t (103.13) = 4.456, p < .001 (one-tailed), Cohen’s d = 0.88; and Control PIC
group, alone: F (75.24) = 2.456, p = .008 (one-tailed), Cohen’s d = 0.57. The Security Guard PIC
group also interpreted more of the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors as security guard
behaviors when compared against the Control PIC group: t (48.55) = -5.437, p < .001 (onetailed), Cohen’s d = 1.56. However, the difference in subjective sureness was not statistically
significant between the Security Guard PIC and the Control PIC groups.
The results partially supported Hypothesis 2a — the evidence suggested that having a
security guard task-role mental model (i.e., incongruent with behavior) negatively impacted the
correct interpretation of robot groundskeeper motion behaviors. Surprisingly, although not
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significant, subjective sureness actually trended higher for the Security Guard PIC group than the
other PIC groups.

Table 15
Results of ANOVA with planned comparisons for Hypothesis 2a
Groundskeeper motion behaviors
Correct Interpretations1

Security Guard role-attributions1

Groundskeeper role-attributions1

Subjective Sureness

Security Guard PIC versus

df

t

p

Cohen’s d

Control

75.24

2.456

.008

0.57

Control + Groundskeeper

103.13

4.456

< .001

0.88

Control

48.55

-5.437

< .001

-1.56

Control + Groundskeeper

46.47

-5.166

< .001

-1.52

Control

71.49

3.008

.002

0.71

Control + Groundskeeper

104.68

5.901

< .001

1.15

Control

117

-1.359

.09

---

Control + Groundskeeper

117

-1.001

.16

---

Note. p values for 1-tailed test shown. 1Equal variances not assumed. PIC = preparatory information condition.

Hypothesis 2b: Groundskeeper Preparatory Information Group Viewing Robot Security Guard
Behaviors
Hypothesis 2b stated that observers with a groundskeeper guard task-role mental model
would less accurately perceive robot security guard motion behavior than both observers with a
security guard task-role mental model and observers with no prescribed mental model. ANOVA
with planned-comparisons tests were performed comparing the Groundskeeper PIC group
against the Control PIC group, and against the Control PIC + Security Guard PIC groups,
respectively, on the robot security guard motion behavior set (Table 16).
No statistically significant difference was detected between the Groundskeeper PIC and
Control PIC groups on the number of correct interpretations of robot security guard motion
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behaviors. However, the Groundskeeper PIC group attributed more of these behaviors to the
groundskeeper role compared to the Control PIC group: t (59.94) = -2.073, p = .02 (one-tailed),
Cohen’s d = 0.54. Additionally, no statistically significant difference was detected between the
Groundskeeper PIC and Control PIC groups for subjective sureness of interpretation for the
robot security guard motion behavior set.
The results provided minimal support for Hypothesis 2b — the evidence suggested that
the Groundskeeper PIC group was more prone to interpret robot security guard motion behaviors
as being those of a robot groundskeeper, although the groundskeeper task-role mental model did
not negatively impact relative interpretation accuracy within the robot security guard motion
behavior set.

Table 16
Results of ANOVA with planned comparisons for Hypothesis 2b
Security Guard Behaviors
Correct Interpretations

Security Guard role-attributions

Groundskeeper role-attributions1

Subjective Sureness

Groundskeeper PIC versus

df

t

p

Cohen’s d

Control

117

0.858

.20

---

Control + Security Guard

117

2.972

.002

0.55

Control

117

-0.149

.441

---

Control + Security Guard

117

1.765

.04

0.33

Control

59.94

-2.073

.021

-0.54

Control + Security Guard

45.09

-2.599

.007

-0.77

Control

117

-1.182

.12

---

Control + Security Guard

117

0.448

.33

---

1

Note. p values for 1-tailed test shown. Equal variances not assumed. PIC = preparatory information condition.
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Hypothesis 2c: Performance of the Security Guard Preparatory Information Condition across
Robot Motion Behaviors
Hypothesis 2c stated that, among observers with a security guard task-role mental model,
robot groundskeeper motion behaviors would be perceived less accurately than robot security
guard motion behaviors. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to examine the potential
influence of the Security Guard preparatory information condition (PIC) on observers’ correct
interpretations of robot motion behaviors. There was a statistically significant difference between
correct interpretations of robot security guard motion behaviors (M = 2.80, SD = 1.29) and robot
groundskeeper motion behaviors (M = 0.60, SD = 0.79), t (39) = 10.66, p < .001 (two-tailed)
within the Security Guard PIC group. The mean difference between the sums of correct
interpretation scores was 2.20 with a 95% CI from 1.78 to 2.62. The eta squared statistic (.74)
indicated a large effect size.
Hypothesis 2d: Performance of the Groundskeeper Preparatory Information Condition across
Robot Motion Behaviors
Hypothesis 2d stated that, among observers with a groundskeeper task-role mental model,
robot security guard motion behaviors would be perceived less accurately than robot
groundskeeper motion behaviors. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to examine the potential
influence of the Groundskeeper preparatory information condition (PIC) on observers’ correct
interpretations of robot motion behaviors. A statistically significant difference was not detected
between correct interpretations of robot security guard motion behaviors (M = 1.55, SD = 1.22)
and robot groundskeeper motion behaviors (M = 1.73, SD = 1.36), t (39) = 0.685, p = .50 (twotailed), within the Groundskeeper PIC group.
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Supplementary Analysis for the Control Preparatory Information Condition
To gain additional insight in the results of Hypotheses 2c and 2d, the number of correct
interpretation scores across the two robot behavior types were examined within the Control
preparatory information condition (PIC). A small, yet statistically significant, difference was
found between the robot security guard motion behaviors (M = 1.80, SD = 1.40) and the robot
groundskeeper motion behaviors (M = 1.08, SD = .94), t (39) = 2.923, p = .006 (two-tailed). The
mean difference between the numbers of correct interpretation scores between the two robot
motion behavior types was 0.73 with a 95% CI from 0.22 to 1.23. The eta squared statistic (.18)
indicated a small effect size.
In summary, the results supported Hypothesis 2c, but did not support Hypothesis 2d. The
Security Guard PIC made significantly fewer correct interpretations when exposed to
incongruent robot motion behaviors, but the same was not true of the Groundskeeper PIC group.
Considering this, in addition to the outcomes of Hypothesis 2a and 2b, as well as the relative
performance of the Control PIC group, there is not enough evidence to conclude that task-role
mental model type, alone, had a negative impact on the number of correct interpretations made
within PIC groups. To that end, the overall relative difficulty of the two robot motion behavior
sets was further discussed in the next chapter.
Analyses for Hypothesis 3
Hypotheses 3 stated that more accurate perception of robot motion behavior would
positively influence subjective ratings of robots. Specifically, this hypothesis examined eight
characteristics, relevant to human-robot interaction. These ratings were: intelligence,
competence, power, predictability, reliability, safety, goal-directedness, and overall trust.
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Data Preparation for Hypothesis 3
The spirit of this hypothesis was that behavior interpretation accuracy would lead to
higher subjective ratings of a robot. This was not to be confused with similar sounding, yet
functionally different, statements such as: the robot security guard will receive higher ratings
than the robot groundskeeper; or, individuals having mental models congruent with robot
behavior will provide higher subjective ratings. What was relevant to this investigation was
whether an increase in the number of correct interpretations of robot motion behaviors was
associated with higher subjective ratings of robots. Here, the focus was on the pattern of these
variables, independent of preparatory information condition or robot motion behavior type.
Therefore, the following difference variables were first calculated by subtracting the DVs
associated with the robot groundskeeper behaviors from the respective DVs associated with the
robot security guard behaviors (Table 17).

Table 17
Difference of correct interpretations, subjective ratings between robot behavior types
M

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Correct Interpretations (0-5)

0.92

1.79

-3.00

5.00

Avg. Rating of Competence (1-6)

0.62

0.98

-4.00

3.40

Avg. Rating of Intelligence (1-6)

0.72

1.09

-2.20

3.60

Avg. Rating of Power (1-6)

0.56

0.99

-1.60

3.80

Avg. Rating of Reliability (1-6)

0.40

0.84

-4.00

3.00

Avg. Rating of Predictability (1-6)

0.22

1.04

-2.80

2.80

Avg. Rating of Safety (1-6)

-0.11

0.90

-3.00

2.20

Avg. Rating of Goal-Directedness (1-6)

0.49

0.49

-3.00

3.80

Sum of Trust in Robots Measure (9-63)

-0.08

9.99

-37.00

25.00

Difference of
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For the sake of clarity, negative values in the table above favored the groundskeeper
robot. With these difference values, the types of robot motion behavior, and consequently the
preparatory information groups, were positioned on somewhat equal footing, allowing the
hypothesis to be tested across the entire sample. Establishing these difference values also
lessened the potentially confounding influence of individual differences in general attitudes
toward robots (e.g., ratings of intelligence or safety skewed by an individual attitude that robots
are generally hyper-intelligent, dangerous entities).
Test of Hypothesis 3
A series of separate, simple linear regression tests were used to assess the ability of the
difference of correct interpretation scores (now, as an IV in this model) to predict a positive
change in each of the subjective rating-dimensions of robots (Table 18). Each of the analyses
was inspected to ensure that there were no violations of the assumptions of multicollinearity,
linearity, normality, and homoscedasticity. The difference of correct interpretation scores was
found to be a significant predictor of, respectively: 12% of the variance in the difference of
ratings of competence, 10% of the variance in the difference of ratings of intelligence, 19% of
the variance in the difference of ratings of reliability, 10% of the variance in the difference of
ratings of predictability, 6% of the variance in the difference of ratings of safety, 18% of the
variance in the difference of ratings of goal-directedness, and 20% of the variation in the
difference of overall trust in robots measures. The effect sizes were found to be in the medium to
large range. The difference in the correct interpretation scores was not found to be a significant
predictor in the difference of ratings of power.
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Table 18
Difference of the number of correct robot motion behavior interpretations as a predictor of difference in
subjective robot ratings
Separate, simple linear regressions
Difference of…

t

p

β

R2

Cohen’s f 2

4.05

.000

.350

.122

0.14

3.55

.001

.310

.096

0.11

1.66

.100

.043

.023

---

5.30

.000

.439

.193

0.24

3.58

.000

.313

.098

0.11

2.74

.007

.245

.060

0.06

5.04

.000

.421

.177

0.22

5.35

.000

.442

.195

0.24

Avg. Rating of Competence
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Intelligence
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Power
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Reliability
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Predictability
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Safety
Correct Interpretations

Avg. Rating of Goal-Directedness
Correct Interpretations

Sum of Trust in Robots Measure
Correct Interpretations

Note., df = 1,118. Guidelines for Cohen’s f2 effect size: small = 0.02, medium = 0.15, large = 0.35.
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The sub-hypotheses for Hypothesis 3 stated that more accurate perception of robot
motion behavior positively influences subjective ratings of robot: (a) intelligence, (b) power, (c)
safety, and (d) trust. The difference of subjective robot ratings values were mapped against these
hypotheses according to the following (Table 19):

Table 19
Mapping of difference variables to Hypothesis 3 sub-hypotheses
Hypothesis 3

Mapped to difference of

Significant result?

Sub-hypothesis supported?

(a) Intelligence

Avg. rating of competence
Avg. rating intelligence
Avg. rating of goal-directedness

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

(b) Power

Avg. rating of power

No

No

(c) Safety

Avg. rating of safety
Avg. rating of predictability

Yes
Yes

Yes

(d) Trust

Avg. rating of reliability
Sum of trust in robots measure

Yes
Yes

Yes

The results supported Hypotheses 3a, 3c, and 3d — a difference in the correct perception
of robot motion behavior was positively associated with the difference of subjective ratings of
robot intelligence, safety, and trustworthiness. The results did not support Hypothesis 3b, a
difference in correct interpretation scores was not significantly associated with the difference of
subjective ratings of robot power.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
“2029: Machines claim to be conscious. These claims are largely accepted.”
-The Age of Spiritual Machines, Ray Kurzweil (2000)

The current research examined the impact of observers’ mental models regarding robots,
on observers’ interpretations of robot behavior, and subsequent impressions regarding those
robots. It was hypothesized that task-role mental models would act as a lens through which robot
motion behaviors would be perceived; specifically, that (a) having a task-role mental model that
was congruent with a robot’s task-role would lead to better perception of a robot’s behavior, (b)
having a mental model of a robot’s potential task-role that was incongruent with a robot’s actual
task-role would lead to worse perception of its behavior, and (c) subjective ratings of a robot
would be influenced by the ability of an observer to correctly interpret robot behavior. Overall,
the results demonstrated that knowledge of a robot’s task-role was a significant factor in
perceiving the behavior of a robot. First, the results indicated that congruent task-role mental
models had a positive influence on observers’ interpretation accuracy. Second, there was partial
evidence to indicate that task-role mental models had a negative influence on observers’
interpretation accuracy when the task-role mental model was incongruent with the robot’s
behavior; this effect may have depended upon the relative ease with which an observer’s mental
model could generate a plausible explanation for the incongruent behavior. Finally, the results
indicated that increases in observers’ interpretation accuracy was positively associated with
increases in observers’ subjective ratings of a robot, specifically ratings of intelligence, safety,
and trust.
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Task-Role Mental Models
Interpretation Accuracy
Recall that Rouse and Morris (1986) defined mental models as “mechanisms whereby
humans are able to generate descriptions of purpose and form, explanations of system
functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future states” (p. 7). I hypothesized
(H1) that observers with a task-role mental model would be better able to perceive a robot’s
motion behavior, than observers without a task-role mental model, because the mental model
could be applied to explain the robot’s behavior. The results of the study supported this
hypothesis. When observers’ task role-mental models were congruent with the robot’s behavior
(security guard or groundskeeper, respectively), observers’ interpretation accuracy was
significantly higher than that of the Control preparatory information condition (PIC) group (i.e.,
receiving no preparatory information) or that of the group with the other (i.e., incongruent) taskrole mental model.
This result was not entirely surprising, but it served as the foundation to build upon prior
research that examined the observation and interpretation of robot behavior (Harris & Sharlin,
2011; Richardson, 2012; Takayama et al., 2011), in which descriptions of purpose were either
not provided or not manipulated. This result in the study presented here provided support for the
anecdotal evidence in those studies, in which the relationship between descriptions of purpose
and explanations of robot behavior was suggested, but not directly examined. Additionally, the
results of the current study provided dissenting evidence to the notion that, “descriptions of
[system] purpose … [seem] shallow and unhelpful in a performance context” (Carroll & Olson,
1988, p. 6).
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Subjective Sureness
In addition to examining observers’ interpretation accuracy, it was also important to
measure how sure observers were of their explanations of the robot’s behavior. Thus I also
hypothesized (H1) that observers with task-role mental models, congruent with the robot’s
behavior, would also report greater subjective sureness of their interpretations, than observers
without a task-role mental model. Over the duration of the study, participants did not receive
feedback regarding their performance in the robot behavior observation/interpretation task.
Feedback was not provided, in order to allow participants to be honest with their responses,
provide interpretations based only on the robot’s behaviors, and not be distracted with the notion
of a correct interpretation of the robot’s behavior.
The results provided partial support for this hypothesis. The Security Guard PIC group
reported significantly higher subjective sureness of their interpretations of the robot security
guard motion behaviors than observers in the other PIC groups. However, the Groundskeeper
PIC group was not significantly more sure of their interpretations of the robot groundskeeper
motion behaviors than observers in the other PIC groups. Despite being less sure than what was
expected, Groundskeeper PIC group’s (objective) interpretation accuracy was significantly
higher, on the robot groundskeeper motion behavior set, than the other PIC groups.
A likely reason for this result was that the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors were
inherently more difficult to interpret than the robot security guard motion behaviors, regardless
of PIC. Perhaps the archetypical behaviors associated with a security guard were more easily
recognizable by motion alone, than the behaviors of a groundskeeper. Indeed, the Control PIC
group correctly interpreted, on average, 1.80 of 5 robot security guard motion behaviors
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compared to 1.08 of 5 robot groundskeeper motion behaviors. Across PIC, subjective sureness
also skewed higher for the robot security guard motion behaviors than robot groundskeeper
motion behaviors.
Further, a simple effect was found in the preliminary analysis for the effect of video
sequence condition on interpretation sureness, in the robot groundskeeper motion behavior set
only. Specifically, observers in any PIC who saw the security video set first were more sure of
their interpretations of the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors, when viewed second. Even
within the Groundskeeper PIC group, observers were slightly less sure of their interpretations
when viewing the congruent, robot groundskeeper motion behaviors first. Note, however, no
significant interaction was detected between the preparatory information condition and video
sequence condition for any of the computed dependent variables (i.e., interpretation accuracy,
task-role attributions, or subjective sureness).
Prior research yielded mixed support for the direct effect of robot behaviors on observers’
interpretation sureness / confidence (Richardson, 2012; Takayama et al., 2011). The apparent
difficulty imbalance between the two robot motion behavior sets was an unintended side-effect
of the operationalization of the study design. However, the apparent overall similarity in
subjective sureness, across PIC, on the robot groundskeeper motion behavior set afforded an
interesting question: If the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors were so difficult to interpret,
were the Control and Security Guard PIC groups too sure of their relatively inaccurate
interpretations of the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors?
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Incongruent Task-Role Mental Models
I hypothesized (H2) that the perception of robot behavior would be negatively affected
among observers having task-role mental models that were incongruent with the robot’s actual
behavior. Thus, it was expected that observers would generate explanations for the robot’s
behaviors that fit observers’ incongruent task-role mental models, but such explanations would
ultimately be inaccurate. By comparison, the Control PIC group had to reason about the robot’s
purpose through observation alone, while observers having incongruent mental models had to
reject and revise their existing task-role mental models in order to generate a correct
interpretation of the robot’s motion behavior.
The results partially supported Hypothesis 2. The Security Guard PIC group performed
significantly worse than the other PIC groups on correct interpretations of robot groundskeeper
motion behaviors. This result was additionally supported by the Security Guard PIC group
providing significantly more security guard role-attributions to the robot groundskeeper motion
behaviors. For example, when the robot was observed mowing the yard, a prototypical incorrect
response from an observer in the Security Guard PIC was, “patrolling the grounds.” When the
robot was observed pruning a shrub, prototypical incorrect responses from the Security Guard
PIC included, “checking the bush for weapons or explosives,” or “engaging in hidden
surveillance.” Surprisingly, although not statistically significant, the subjective sureness of the
Security Guard PIC actually trended toward being greater than that of the Control PIC group.
This occurred despite the Security Guard PIC making fewer correct interpretations than the
Control PIC group, and interpreting more of the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors as those
of a robot security guard!
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By comparison, the Groundskeeper PIC group was not significantly worse than the other
PIC groups on correct interpretation of robot security guard motion behaviors; nor was there a
significant difference within the Groundskeeper PIC group on interpretation accuracy for the two
robot behavior sets. Again, this may have been due to the relative difficulty imbalance between
the robot security behaviors and robot groundskeeper behaviors (i.e., the groundskeeper video set
was more difficult than the security guard video set, even for the Groundskeeper PIC group).
Discussion: A Lens for Perception
On the other hand, a difficultly imbalance did not provide an adequate explanation of
why the Security Guard PIC group was more likely to believe that the robot groundskeeper
motion behaviors were those of a security guard. Perhaps the prevalence of the security guard
task-role mental model was partially due to the fact that the research was Army funded (this was
stated in the Informed Consent); a robot security guard would have been a logical assumption
based on this information. However, the results of the manipulation check indicated that both
task-role mental model PIC groups similarly understood the responsibilities associated with their
respective task-roles. The performance of the Groundskeeper PIC group was actually slightly
higher than the Security Guard PIC group on the task-role understanding manipulation check.
Therefore, given the partial support for Hypothesis 2, these results might also speak to the
relative strength of the Security Guard task-role mental model. Simply put, it was relatively
easier for the Security Guard PIC group to come up with a story for the robot’s behavior that fit
their existing mental model, even when the motion behaviors were those of another task-role.
Meanwhile, the Groundskeeper PIC group had considerable difficulty in explaining even their
matching robot behavior set. Perhaps there is another factor in play regarding the mechanisms of
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mental models, one that determines the applicability of the mental model to incongruent or even
seemingly ambiguous robot behaviors. This idea is elaborated in the Research Limitations and
Opportunities for Future Research section further below.

Ratings of Robots
Perception vs. Reality
In this study, I hypothesized (H3) that better interpretation accuracy would positively
influence subjective ratings of robots. Because of the individual differences and unique
experiences that users bring into HRI, it was important to examine this hypothesis within
individual observers, and not between PIC groups or tiered levels of interpretation performance.
Additionally, I was interested in the changes in ratings, associated with differences in
interpretation performance, within individual observers, across the entire sample. For instance,
would an observer report a higher level of trust in a robot, which was perceived more accurately
than a robot whose actions were difficult to explain?
Overall, the results mostly supported this hypothesis, with significant associations found
for seven of the eight ratings. A difference in interpretation accuracy between the security guard
and groundskeeper motion behavior sets (in either direction) was positively associated with a
difference in the major dimensions of Intelligence, Safety, and Trust. The difference in
interpretation accuracy accounted for the most variation in differences of ratings of trust (20%),
reliability (19%), and goal-directedness (18%). Ratings of trust and reliability were part of the
Trust dimension sub-hypothesis, while goal-directedness was a part of the Intelligence dimension
sub-hypothesis. These results align with previous research in which subjective ratings of robots
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were used to evaluate a robot’s behavior based on task-role expectations (Lohse, 2011), and align
with research in which ratings of robot’s were used to evaluate individual robotic behaviors
(Takayama et al., 2011). Statistically significant associations were also found for ratings of
competence (12%), intelligence (10%), predictability (10%) and safety (6%).
The only attribute that was not positively associated with differences of interpretation
accuracy was ratings of power. Perhaps ratings of power were more closely associated with
aspects of mental models regarding robots other than task-role and perceived behavior. Robot
form, for example, might have had a significant association with the difference in ratings of
power (Bartneck, Kanda, et al., 2009; Kiesler & J. Goetz, 2002; Sims et al., 2005). In the study
presented here, the same physical robot form was used in all of the video clips.
Discussion: Perception is Reality
On the other hand, the same robot form was used in each video, therefore why would it
be expected that any of the ratings would change between observations? Logically, a physical
robot platform should have some ground-truth attributes (e.g., perceptual range, processing
power, mobility capabilities). A robot would not become, for example, more or less competent or
safe over a small series of behaviors (not currently, anyhow), just as it would not become more
or less powerful. Yet, differences in these ratings were detected, significantly associated with the
difference in interpretation accuracy. To reiterate the point, “what matters for the human–robot
relation is how the robot appears to human consciousness” (Coeckelbergh, 2011, p. 199).
It is also worth noting that the aforementioned significant associations were detected
under relatively ideal conditions. The robot behaviors depicted in all of the videos were designed
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to be clear and concise. Specifically, each video clip was only as long as it needed to be to
capture the intended action (e.g., gathering litter, apprehending a suspect); no extraneous actions
were shown in the video clips. Additionally, the robot itself was intended to appear safe and
reliable; for example, the robot did not run into humans or structures in the environment. The
robot was intended to appear uniformly intelligent in the sense that it did not ‘fail’ at any of the
tasks. Finally, the robot behaviors were designed to be predictable, in that motion characteristics
of the robot were modeled on human motions; the robot did not make sudden movements, fly, or
spend extended periods of time moving in reverse.
The current study provided evidence that ratings of robots were not dependent on robot
factors alone, but additionally the perception of the robot’s behavior by an individual observer.
These findings supported the meta-analysis conducted by Hancock and colleagues (Hancock et
al., 2011), which included human-related factors and robot-related factors as determinants of
trust in HRI. Finally, the results of the current study presented evidence supporting the original
research problem statement: The inaccurate perception of robotic behavior can result in the
incorrect assessment of robotic capabilities, as well as misaligned trust in and reliance on robots.

Research Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research
Mental Model Applicability
First and foremost, there was evidence to indicate that there was a difficulty imbalance
between the robot security guard and robot groundskeeper motion behavior sets. Task-role
difficulty was a carefully monitored study aspect (developed through pilot testing) which had to
be considered alongside other study aspects such as motion design requirements, task-role
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diversity, and simulation capabilities. In pilot testing, other roles were also considered and
evaluated (e.g., waiter, private investigator, and inventory assistant); the security guard and
groundskeeper roles presented a reasonable contrast, while satisfying other study constraints.
Nonetheless, observers seemed to have more difficulty interpreting the robot groundskeeper
motion behaviors, but certainty not for a lack of role understanding. Instead, there was evidence
to suggest that the security guard task-role mental may have simply been easier to apply, overall
to the robot motion behaviors in this study, than the groundskeeper task-role mental model.
Therefore, while the results of this study mostly supported the study model, there is now
an opportunity to test a new, potential study model component. This model component might be
described as mental model applicability, or the ease with which a mental model can be leveraged
to explain a robot’s behavior. I would hypothesize that mental model applicability moderates the
effects of mental models on the perception of robot behavior. Further, these effects may be
amplified as the robot’s behaviors appear more ambiguous (e.g., robot is stuck, robot is awaiting
orders). To test this hypothesis, this research should be expanded to include a variety of taskroles and/or robot behaviors (e.g., healthcare, waiting staff, office worker, etc.). Combinations of
task-roles and behaviors, using a methodology similar to the one used here, could yield a mental
model applicability matrix, through which the relative strengths of task-role mental models
might be quantified. This matrix could then provide guidelines in making the behaviors of robots
more transparent… or opaque.
Effect of Exposure
The preliminary analysis of the potential influence of the video sequence condition
indicated that viewing the robot security guard first had a small, positive carry-over effect on
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participants’ affective ratings of themselves and the robot, when viewing the robot
groundskeeper, second. The order in which the robot motion behavior sets were viewed may
have ultimately influenced the outcome of some hypotheses (H1b, H2b), with respect to the
subjective sureness of the Groundskeeper PIC group. In the specific context of this study’s
design, I anticipated that the effects of video sequence would be negligible, made insignificant
by more prominent effects of task-roles and robot behaviors. The effect of exposure on affective
ratings in HRI is an issue that warrants further scientific inquiry. For instance, the results of prior
mental model research, conducted by my colleagues and I at UCF (Ososky, Jentsch, & Phillips,
2013), indicated that individuals’ self-reported (shared) mental model knowledge of a robot
teammate significantly increased, after observing the same robot performing a variety of tasks in
temporally separate, populated and unpopulated environments.
From Novices to Experts
The narrative for this study had to be carefully constructed in such a way that novice
observers learned about a robot’s potential task-role, but were not deceived into providing
incorrect responses. Because all three PIC groups viewed both sets of robot behavior videos, it
would have been misleading to indicate, for example, “the robot that you will now see is a
groundskeeper.” Instead, an approach was taken in which participants were primed with
information about a particular task-role and related responsibilities, and then asked to imagine
that a robot might someday have this same task-role. Thus, novice observers were able to be
honest with their responses, but had to make the connection between the task-role and the robot’s
behavior on their own. While a manipulation check was used to verify that homogeneous mental
models were instantiated in the two task-role PIC groups, the study did not have a direct
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mechanism in place to determine if the connection between the training and performance phases
was actually established, specifically for responses such as the prototypical, “I don’t know.”
Therefore, does the difficulty of interpreting a robot’s behavior extend beyond novice
observers? Robot systems already have far reaching applications in task-oriented environments,
including urban search and rescue, reconnaissance, and explosive ordnance disposal. Each of
these environments represents a different set of task-constrains and dynamic mission goals.
Additionally, robot operators, in different task environments, may have different levels of
robotics knowledge and prior robotics experiences. Future research, therefore, could also extend
the current study to novice, seasoned and expert robot operators, perhaps within real-world
environments and/or in applied settings.
Generalizability of Results
Although the results of the study provided strong support for the study model, the
generalizability of the results of this study was limited to situations in which people are
observing, as opposed to interacting, with a robot. For instance, the human observer was not able
to interact with the environment, or influence the behavior of the robot in the environment.
Further, the behaviors of the robot were observed in video clips that were set at a fixed viewpoint
(similar to a view from a second-story, building window); it was not possible to alter this
viewpoint or roam about the environment with a free-camera view.
This study specifically examined the effect of a human’s mental model on the
interpretation of a robot’s observed motion behaviors. Therefore, future research could expand
the generalizability of these results by implementing a similar interpretation task within a live
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environment. If observers are given the opportunity to change the position of the viewpoint, they
may be better able to identify the robot’s actions (assuming observers attend to the robot). This
task could also be implemented in the larger context of an interactive human–robot team task,
one in which human operators would assess the robot’s behaviors based on the robot’s roles and
responsibilities as a team-member. Based on prior research, however, I expect that human
participants would be even less tolerant of robot behaviors that were difficult to explain. Thus,
interactivity may moderate the association between changes in interpretation accuracy and
changes in subjective ratings of robots, specifically ratings of intelligence and trust.
Simulation for HRI Research
Finally, the simulation software used in this research was selected because it provided a
number of customization options suitable to the study design. The game engine, upon which the
software was built, however, was not without limitation. For example, it was not possible to
animate the grass when the robot was mowing the lawn (i.e. the grass remained uncut). Some
participants commented on this, but were able to recognize the behavior anyhow. On the other
hand, many participants incorrectly interpreted soil sampling as, “watering plants” even though
water was not shown emanating from the robot. The game engine was also limited in the
artificial intelligence of non-player characters (NPCs). For example, it was not possible, with the
default toolset, to script an NPC to change its speed / velocity while on a path, or perform simple
gestures. These limitations should not be viewed as a criticism of the simulation package.
Indeed, simulation technology presents a safe and experimentally controllable environment in
which to examine the relationships between human mental models regarding robots and
characteristics of autonomous robots. However, the evolving requirements of HRI research
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cannot currently be met by an easily-accessible, common simulation package. Current simulation
requirements of HRI research include: customizable robots, dynamic environments, scriptable
NPCs with social and/or cognitive functioning, repeatable scenarios, and experimental data
collection tools (cost and ease of use notwithstanding). Researchers should continue to evaluate
simulation technologies, from proprietary point solutions to COTS games, to identify features of
those technologies that may best meet the needs of the HRI research community (see also, A.
Goetz, Keebler, Phillips, Jentsch, & Hudson, 2012).

Implications and Conclusion
Implications for Theory
First, the results of this study demonstrated that mental model theory (Rouse & Morris,
1986) was a useful framework for the organization of system knowledge and reasoning about a
robot. Specifically, this study demonstrated that observers used task-role mental models as a lens
through which robotic motion behavior was perceived. When task-role mental models were
congruent with system behavior, observers’ explanations of robot behavior were more accurate
than the explanations of observers with an incongruent task-role mental model, and the
explanations of observers without a pre-existing mental model. Further, the results also provided
evidence that changes in interpretation accuracy were also positively associated with changes in
subjective ratings of robots, including trust. Therefore, descriptions of purpose, as one
component of an observers’ mental model, is relevant to their understanding of a robot.
Second, the results of this study supported the theory that conceptual models can
influence users’ mental models. Recall that the conceptual model is one held by designers and
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engineers; it is used in system design and user training to prescribe what a system should do
(Carroll & Olson, 1988; Young, 1983). In the research presented here, two of the three
preparatory information groups were provided with a conceptual model of a particular task-role,
and descriptions of what an entity with that task-role should do. These conceptual models
influenced observers’ task-role mental models and, in turn, indirectly influenced observers’
interpretation accuracy. The conceptual model is one of many information sources that can
influence the user’s mental model. The purpose of this aspect of the study design, however, was
not to specifically demonstrate the effect of a particular training intervention on the interpretation
of robot behavior. Superficial features of robots, for instance, can also convey a conceptual
model of purpose or function to a potential user/observer. Rather, I intended to simulate a
scenario in which novice users, with a variety of potential mental models (regardless of the
source), enter into novel encounters with automated robot systems. It is very unlikely that even
interactions with novel systems begin with a blank slate mental model. Therefore, in research
regarding human–system interaction, it is important to know what a user knows (or thinks they
know) about a particular system prior to the interaction — i.e., the descriptive, scientist’s
conceptual model, (Norman, 1983).
Lastly, the results of this study provided evidence suggesting that the ease with which a
mental model was applied to a robot’s behavior had positive and negative consequences. The
easier it was to explain the robot’s motion behavior in the context of the observers’ task-role
mental model, the more accurate the interpretations of the robot were, when the robot’s behavior
was congruent with the mental model. On the other hand, observers’ interpretations were
significantly less accurate when that same task-role mental model was easily applied to
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incongruent robot motion behaviors. In fact, the inaccurate interpretations were likely to be
explanations that fit the observers’ incongruent task-role mental models. Interestingly, the
relationship between mental model applicability and subjective interpretation sureness may be
positive, even when interpretation accuracy is poor. The results suggested that observers having
an easy applicable mental model were similarly sure of their correct and incorrect interpretations.
This effect may be even more pronounced when robot behaviors are more ambiguous, thus more
difficult for observers to reject an inaccurate task-role mental model. Therefore, given
ambiguous robot behaviors, observers may be prone to misunderstanding a robot’s behavior,
while being sure of their misinterpretations. This research provided a starting point for further
examination of interactions between mental model components and robot behaviors. However, it
is nonetheless important to consider mental model applicability as part of an overall approach to
mental model assessment regarding human–robot interaction.
Implications for Practice
The results of this study had implications for the development of autonomous robots,
working with humans, in collaborative teams. First, accurate mental models, which described the
robot’s purpose and what it will likely do, increased the ability of an observer to correctly
interpret the robot’s behavior. Furthermore, it was found that increases in interpretation accuracy
were positively associated with increases in ratings of robot intelligence, safety, and
trustworthiness. Therefore, a human’s potential trust in and reliance on a robot did not depend
only on the robot’s behavior; rather, these factors were influenced by the human’s perception of
the robot’s behavior. Human mental models regarding robots should be a core element of
human–robot team design. Cultivating accurate mental models should not be a task designated
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solely to the engineers that design autonomous robots, nor should the task be designated solely to
the instructional designers that develop training programs. Rather, the design of future human–
robot teams is one that will require interdisciplinary collaboration between engineers, scientists,
subject-matter experts and instructional designers. Assessments of robots should be integrated
with human assessments, where robot readability (Takayama et al., 2011), or robot transparency
(Breazeal, Kidd, Thomaz, Hoffman, & Berlin, 2005), is part of an overall mental model
elicitation methodology. Feedback collected from users can aid in the design of a robot to make
it more human-compatible; likewise, an extended period of acclimation and exposure could
provide humans with an opportunity to concurrently build a detailed and accurate mental model
of the robot’s functions and limitations.
Knowledge of teammates’ task-roles and responsibilities, as well as knowledge of
teammates’ skills and limitations, are also qualities of shared mental models (SMM), held by
high-performing teams (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). Mathieu and colleagues (2000) presented a
framework describing the types of mental models that teams are likely to share:
technology/equipment, job/task, team interaction, and team. It may be difficult, at least for the
near-term of robotics development, to disentangle the technology and team mental models where
increasingly autonomous robot-teammates are concerned (Phillips et al., 2011). Nonetheless,
cultivating accurate mental models, regarding robots, in humans provides a pathway to
instantiating SMM in human–robot teams.
Second, the results of this study indicated that mental models were helpful when they
matched the robot’s behavior, but also hurt interpretation accuracy when the mental model did
not match the robot’s behavior. This result occurred, despite the fact that the robot’s
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experimentally controlled performance was highly reliable, and designed to represent two clearly
contrasting sets of motion behaviors. Given the complexity of real-world operational
environments, for which autonomous robots are desired, similar operational clarity should not be
expected, thus increasing the chance for misinterpretation. Inaccurate mental models could
diminish the benefit that autonomous robots will someday provide, stemming from a
misunderstanding of robots’ intentions, and ultimately leading to diminished trust in robots.
On the other hand, there are some tasks in which it may be desirable for the true intent of
a robot’s behavior to be obfuscated (e.g., surveillance, reconnaissance). Based on the results of
the current study, this could be achieved through evoking, in observers, a strong, yet inaccurate,
mental model; one that is easily applicable to a variety of potential robot behaviors. Mental
models regarding robots can be evoked through combinations of robot characteristics, including
the robot’s apparent purpose and the robot’s behavior. In the current study, the task-role
responsibilities associated with the security guard role seemed to be more conducive to overt
motion; as such, many of the robot groundskeeper motion behaviors were interpreted as security
guard behaviors by the Security Guard preparatory information condition (PIC) group.
Furthermore, the Security Guard PIC group was as sure of their inaccurate interpretations, as the
Groundskeeper PIC group was sure of their relatively accurate interpretations. Therefore, the
easier that it is for an observer to form a plausible explanation for a robot’s behavior, the more
likely an observer will be sure of the explanation, even if the explanation is an inaccurate one.
Conclusion
Robots are, and will continue to be, useful assets in civilian and military task
environments; however, the value of robots may be diminished when the robots’ behaviors are
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not accurately perceived. This study demonstrated that mental models were a useful framework
for describing the organization and application of knowledge that humans hold regarding robots.
The results of the study indicated that having an accurate mental model of a robot’s purpose
aided observers in interpreting the robot’s behaviors, and was positively associated with
increases in ratings of safety, intelligence, and trust. However, mental models also hindered
observers’ perceptions of the robot’s behaviors when the mental model was inaccurate, resulting
in subjective sureness of incorrect interpretations. The strength of this effect is believed to have
been moderated by mental model applicability, described as the ease with which the mental
model was used to explain the robot’s behavior. Future research should examine the validity of
mental model applicability construct further. This research offered implications for the
relationships between mental model components, as well as implications for designing robot
behaviors to appear more transparent, or opaque, to humans.
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Informed Consent

Principal Investigator:

Scott Ososky, M.S.

Sub-Investigators:

Elizabeth Phillips
David Schuster
Andrew Talone
Brittany Swigert
Caitlin Christian
Anthony Baker

Faculty Supervisor:

Florian Jentsch, Ph.D.

Sponsor:

This research is being funded by the United States Department of Defense, the United
States Army Research Laboratory, and General Dynamics

Investigational Site:

Online

Introduction:
Researchers at the University of Central Florida (UCF) study many topics. To do this we need the help of people
who agree to take part in a research study. You are being invited to take part in a research study, which will include
about 96 people at UCF. You have been asked to take part in this research study because you are an undergraduate
student enrolled in a psychology class at UCF. You must be 18 years of age or older to be included in the research
study.
The person doing this research is Scott Ososky of the College of Sciences at UCF. Because the researcher is a
graduate student, Dr. Florian Jentsch, a UCF faculty supervisor in the Department of Psychology, is supervising
him. UCF students learning about research are helping to do this study as part of the research team. Their names
are: Elizabeth Phillips, and David Schuster, Andrew Talone, Brittany Swigert, Caitlin Christian, and Anthony Baker.
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What you should know about a research study:
• Explanations regarding this research study will be provided to you.
• A research study is something you volunteer for.
• Whether or not you take part is up to you.
• You should take part in this study only because you want to.
• You can choose not to take part in the research study.
• You can agree to take part now and later change your mind.
• Whatever you decide it will not be held against you.
• Contact information will be provided if you have any questions or concerns about your participation.
Purpose of the research study:
The purpose of this study is to examine how people perceive the behavior of robots given background information
about tasks that robots could do. Past studies have examined the mechanisms through which humans perceive
robots, but they were either examined within a social context or did not specify a particular role for the robot. The
long-term goal of this research effort is to provide knowledge that will aid the scientific community in the
development of robotic systems that exhibit the ability to interact with humans in a safe and understandable manner.
What you will be asked to do in the study:
You will be randomly assigned to one of three information conditions. These conditions involve the type and
quantity of information that describes roles and responsibilities that robots may someday be capable of. Once
assigned to a condition, you will not be permitted to transfer into another condition. To begin the study, you will be
asked to agree to this Informed Consent. Then, if you agree, you will be asked to fill out a biographical
questionnaire. You will be presented with an overview of robot roles and responsibilities, and asked about your
familiarity and understanding of those role-responsibilities. Then, you will be familiarized with the nature of the
observation task that you will be asked to complete. You will be asked to complete a practice observation task
before completing a main body of 10 observation tasks. During each task, you will be observing a short video clip
from a simulation environment in which a robot is depicted. After viewing each clip, you will be asked to fill out a
short questionnaire regarding your interpretation of the robot’s behavior and your impressions of the robot’s
characteristics. At two times during the observation task, you will be asked to complete a trust in robots
questionnaire. Once the observation task has been completed, you will be given post-participation information
regarding the nature of the study and its purposes. This information includes contact information for the principal
investigator and faculty advisor, should you wish to find out about the results of the study in the future, or if you
would like to address general comments or concerns. Below, you will find a general description of the course of the
study.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Informed consent
Biographical data form
Task-role overview (preparatory information)
Responsibility familiarity survey
Role understanding survey
Video observation training and practice
Video observation task
i.Interpretation of robotic behavior
ii.Subjective rating of robots
Trust in robots
Post-participation information including
researcher contact information

Anticipated time to completion

4 min
2 min
2 min
2 min
5 min
25 min

5 min
5 min
50 min

Please note that you do not have to answer every question or complete every task. You will not lose any benefits if
you skip questions or tasks. You may withdraw from the study at any time, with no penalty or loss of benefits
associated with this study.
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Location:
The research will be conducted via an online web-interface, facilitated by Sona Systems and Qualtrics.
Time required:
We expect that you will be in this research study for up to approximately 50 minutes in one session.
Funding for this study:
This research study is being paid for by the United States Army Research Laboratory and General Dynamics as a
part of the Robotics Collaborative Technology Alliance.
Risks:
Researchers believe that the likelihood of participant risk is very low. However, there may be a concern that the
suggestion of an intelligent robot may invoke a negative response to those sensitive to issues associated artificial
intelligence in machines. Other risks associated with participation in this research study are unforeseeable.
Benefits:
We cannot promise any benefits to you or others from your taking part in this research. Research participants will be
immersed in an environment of scholarly research, which may help to augment their research education.
Compensation or payment:
Participants may expect to spend approximately 50 minutes performing research tasks, for which they may receive
Sona Systems credit for the amount of time they participate. Maximum Sona Systems credit will be 0.50 credits, in
accordance with Psychology department policy for online studies. There is no direct compensation for taking part in
this study. It is possible, however, that extra credit may be offered for your participation, but this benefit is at the
discretion of your instructor.
Costs:
There are no additional costs to volunteers that result from participation in this research.
Confidentiality:
We will limit your personal data collected in this study to people who have a need to review this information.
Additionally, you are required to indicate your permission to take part in this research on the electronic Informed
Consent document. This document will not be attached to the data we collect from you, however we will still be in
the possession of the electronic Informed Consent document which may have to be disclosed to the IRB. In addition,
because this research is sponsored by the Department of Defense and the U.S. Army, the Army Human Research
Protections Office is eligible to review the research records.
Study contact for questions about the study or to report a problem:
If you have questions, concerns, complaints, or think the research has hurt you, please feel free to contact Scott
Ososky, a graduate student in the Modeling and Simulation Ph.D. program, or, the faculty supervisor, Dr. Florian
Jentsch, in the Department of Psychology. Their contact information is as follows:
Scott Ososky (Principal Investigator)
sososky@ist.ucf.edu
Modeling and Simulation Ph.D. program
College of Sciences, UCF
(407) 900-5972
Dr. Florian Jentsch (Faculty Advisor)
Florian.Jentsch@ucf.edu
Department of Psychology
(407) 882-0304
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IRB contact about your rights in the study or to report a complaint:
Research at the University of Central Florida involving human participants is carried out under the oversight of the
Institutional Review Board (UCF IRB). This research has been reviewed and approved by the IRB. For information
about the rights of people who take part in research, please contact: Institutional Review Board, University of
Central Florida, Office of Research & Commercialization, 12201 Research Parkway, Suite 501, Orlando, FL 328263246 or by telephone at (407) 823-2901. You may also talk to them for any of the following:
• Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research team.
• You cannot reach the research team.
• You want to talk to someone besides the research team.
• You want to get information or provide input about this research.
Withdrawing from the study:
Participation in this research study is completely voluntary. Refusal to participate or choosing to withdraw from the
study at any time will involve no penalty or loss of benefits associated with the study. If you decide to leave the
research study, you may do so by exiting the survey system; you will receive Sona credit in accordance with time
spent in the online study prior to withdrawal. For example, if you decide to withdrawal from the study after 30
minutes have passed, you will receive 0.25 Sona credit.
The person in charge of the research study or the sponsor can remove you from the research study without your
approval. Possible reasons for removal include failure to follow instructions of the research staff, disorderly conduct,
improper treatment of the research staff or other participants, or if the research staff feels that the study is no longer
in your best interests. We will tell you about any new information that may affect your health, welfare or choice to
stay in the research.

Please use the contact information on this Informed Consent to ask for clarification on any of the study details
and/or ask questions about the research, your rights, and the study itself. Once any questions and concerns have been
addressed, please indicate your permission to take part in this research by checking the box below. If you do not
wish to participate in this study for any reason, please exit the survey system at this time. Refusal to participate
or choosing to withdraw from the study at any time will involve no penalty or loss of benefits associated with the
study.

Checking this box indicates your permission to take part in this research.
DO NOT CHECK THE BOX AFTER THE IRB EXPIRATION DATE BELOW
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An Evaluation of Robot Behavior
Biographical Data Form
1. Age (in years):

2. Gender:
 Male
 Female

3. GPA:

4. Undergraduate Major:

5. Do you have any military experience (including ROTC)?
 Yes
 No

5a. If Yes, please briefly describe your military experience:

6. Native language (English, Spanish, etc.):

7. Do you wear prescription glasses or corrective contact lenses?
 Yes
 No

7a. If yes, are you wearing them now?
 Yes
 No
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7b. Do you have:
 Nearsightedness (myopia)?
 Farsightedness (hypermetropia)?

7c. Please indicate your uncorrected and corrected visual acuity (example: 20/20):
Uncorrected visual acuity _____________
Corrected visual acuity
_____________

8. Using the scale below, please indicate how you would rate your experience with seeing or working
with any type of video games?
 1 Not at all familiar
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6 Very familiar

9. Using the scale below, please indicate how you would rate your experience with seeing or working
with first person shooter video games?
 1 Not at all familiar
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6 Very familiar

10. Using the scale below, please indicate how you would rate your level of knowledge regarding multiplayer
FPS online gaming?
 1 Not at all familiar
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6 Very familiar
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11. Using the scales below, please indicate how you would rate your experience seeing or working with the
following video game series:
Not at all
familiar 1

2

3

4

5

Very
familiar 6

SOCOM













Mass Effect













Halo













Battlefield













Half-Life













Borderlands













Uncharted













X-Com













Call of Duty













Deus Ex













12. Using the scale below, please indicate how you would rate your level of knowledge regarding robotics
technologies (e.g., PackBot, Big Dog, AIBO, etc.)?
 1 Not at all familiar
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6 Very familiar
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Task-role overview and
Responsibility familiarity survey (Security Guard)

Today we will ask you to think about a specific job, a security guard. Security guards are responsible for
ensuring the safety of the people and property within a certain area. These guards are typically trained to
use equipment such as alarms, cameras, motion sensors and radios to identify and respond to crimes, fires,
and medical emergencies. Security guards watch for and report suspicious or unusual activity, investigate
alarms or noises, and remove trespassers from the property.

Note. The following information was not displayed to participants:
Job description source:
http://www.ehow.com/facts_5022632_job-description-security-guard.html
Image source:
http://absolutesecurityservice.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/securitysafe1.jpg
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Responsibility familiarity survey (Security Guard)

Responsibility

Not at all
familiar

A little
familiar

Somewha
t familiar

Very
familiar

A detailed list of Security Guard responsibilities is provided for the purposes of today's survey. Please
review each item, and indicate the extent to which you are familiar with each responsibility as it relates to
the job of a Security Guard.

Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of employees, visitors, and
other persons to guard against theft and maintain security of premises.









Write reports of daily activities and irregularities such as equipment or
property damage, theft, presence of unauthorized persons, or unusual
occurrences.









Call police or fire departments in cases of emergency, such as fire or
presence of unauthorized persons.









Answer alarms and investigate disturbances.









Circulate among visitors, patrons, or employees to preserve order and
protect property.









Patrol industrial or commercial premises to prevent and detect signs of
intrusion and ensure security of doors, windows, and gates.









Escort or drive motor vehicle to transport individuals to specified locations
or to provide personal protection.









Operate detecting devices to screen individuals and prevent passage of
prohibited articles into restricted areas.









Answer telephone calls to take messages, answer questions, and provide
information during non-business hours or when switchboard is closed.









Warn persons of rule infractions or violations, and apprehend or evict
violators from premises, using force when necessary.
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Task-role overview and
Responsibility familiarity survey (Groundskeeper)

Today we will ask you to think about a specific job, a groundskeeper. Groundskeepers are responsible
for maintaining the grounds within a certain area. These tasks often include planting, mowing, fertilizing,
trimming and sod-laying. These duties function to keep the lawns, trees, shrubs, walkways, benches,
planters, pools and other exterior structures looking their best.

Note. The following information was not displayed to participants:
Job description synthesized from:
http://www.ehow.com/facts_5762299_job-duties-maintenance-groundskeeper.html
and http://www.ehow.com/facts_5162768_landscaper-job-descriptions.html
Image source:
http://www.kehoelandscaping.com/images/spring-cleanup-full.jpg
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Responsibility familiarity survey (Groundskeeper)

Responsibility

Not at all
familiar

A little
familiar

Somewha
t familiar

Very
familiar

A detailed list of Groundskeeper responsibilities is provided for the purposes of today's survey. Please
review each item, and indicate the extent to which you are familiar with each responsibility as it relates to
the job of a Groundskeeper.

Mow or edge lawns, using power mowers or edgers.









Care for established lawns by mulching, aerating, weeding, grubbing,
removing thatch, or trimming or edging around flower beds, walks, or
walls.









Prune or trim trees, shrubs, or hedges, using shears, pruners, or chain saws.









Gather and remove litter.









Maintain or repair tools, equipment, or structures, such as buildings,
greenhouses, fences, or benches, using hand or power tools.









Mix and spray or spread fertilizers, herbicides, or insecticides onto grass,
shrubs, or trees, using hand or automatic sprayers or spreaders.









Provide proper upkeep of sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, fountains,
planters, or other grounds features.









Inventory supplies of tools, equipment, or materials to ensure that
sufficient supplies are available and items are in usable condition.









Identify plants as well as problems such as diseases, weeds, and insect
pests.









Collect samples from soil so testing can be performed.
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Role understanding survey (Security guard)

Think again about the job responsibilities that you just learned about. Please identify as many of those
same responsibilities that you can remember from the list below.
No, I DID NOT see
this job
responsibility

Yes, this is a
responsibility that I
learned about

Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of
employees, visitors, and other persons to guard
against theft and maintain security of premises.





Write reports of daily activities and irregularities
such as equipment or property damage, theft,
presence of unauthorized persons, or unusual
occurrences.





Call police or fire departments in cases of
emergency, such as fire or presence of
unauthorized persons.





Answer alarms and investigate disturbances.





Circulate among visitors, patrons, or employees to
preserve order and protect property.





Patrol industrial or commercial premises to prevent
and detect signs of intrusion and ensure security of
doors, windows, and gates.





Escort or drive motor vehicle to transport
individuals to specified locations or to provide
personal protection.





Operate detecting devices to screen individuals and
prevent passage of prohibited articles into
restricted areas.





Answer telephone calls to take messages, answer
questions, and provide information during nonbusiness hours or when switchboard is closed.





Warn persons of rule infractions or violations, and
apprehend or evict violators from premises, using





Responsibility
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force when necessary.
Clean display cases, shelves, and aisles





Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with
new or transferred merchandise





Transport packages to customers' vehicles





Service, clean, or supply restrooms





Strip, seal, finish, and polish floors





Clean windows, glass partitions, or mirrors, using
soapy water or other cleaners, sponges, or
squeegees





Dig ditches or trenches, backfill excavations, or
compact and level earth to grade specifications,
using picks, shovels, pneumatic tampers, or rakes





Load, unload, or identify building materials,
machinery, or tools, distributing them to the
appropriate locations, according to project plans or
specifications





Erect or dismantle scaffolding, shoring, braces,
traffic barricades, ramps, or other temporary
structures





Sort mail for delivery, arranging it in delivery
sequence





Bundle mail in preparation for delivery or
transportation to relay boxes





Deliver mail to residences and business
establishments along specified routes by walking
and/or driving, using a combination of satchels,
carts, cars, and small trucks





Search for section corners, property irons, and
survey points.





Set out and recover stakes, marks, and other
monumentation





Position and hold the vertical rods, or targets, that
theodolite operators use for sighting to measure
angles, distances, and elevations





Assist patrons in finding seats, lighting the way
with flashlights, if necessary
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Greet patrons attending entertainment events





Direct patrons to restrooms, concession stands and
telephone





Check with customers to ensure that they are
enjoying their meals and take action to correct any
problems





Serve food or beverages to patrons, and prepare or
serve specialty dishes at tables as required





Clean tables or counters after patrons have finished
dining





Maintain vehicles and medical and communication
equipment and replenish first aid equipment and
supplies





Observe, record, and report to physician the
patient's condition or injury, the treatment
provided, and reactions to drugs or treatment





Perform emergency diagnostic and treatment
procedures, such as stomach suction, airway
management, or heart monitoring





Deliver merchandise and collect payment





Circulate among potential customers or travel by
foot, truck, automobile, or bicycle to deliver or sell
merchandise or services





Distribute product samples or literature that details
products or services





Park and retrieve automobiles for customers in
parking lots, storage garages, or new car lots





Greet customers and open their car doors





Lift, position, and remove barricades in order to
open or close parking areas
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Role understanding survey (Groundskeeper)

Think again about the job responsibilities that you just learned about. Please identify as many of those
same responsibilities that you can remember from the list below.
No, I DID NOT see
this job
responsibility

Yes, this is a
responsibility that I
learned about

Mow or edge lawns, using power mowers or
edgers.





Care for established lawns by mulching, aerating,
weeding, grubbing, removing thatch, or trimming
or edging around flower beds, walks, or walls.





Prune or trim trees, shrubs, or hedges, using shears,
pruners, or chain saws.





Gather and remove litter.





Maintain or repair tools, equipment, or structures,
such as buildings, greenhouses, fences, or benches,
using hand or power tools.





Mix and spray or spread fertilizers, herbicides, or
insecticides onto grass, shrubs, or trees, using hand
or automatic sprayers or spreaders.





Provide proper upkeep of sidewalks, driveways,
parking lots, fountains, planters, or other grounds
features.





Inventory supplies of tools, equipment, or materials
to ensure that sufficient supplies are available and
items are in usable condition.





Identify plants as well as problems such as
diseases, weeds, and insect pests.





Collect samples from soil so testing can be
performed.





Clean display cases, shelves, and aisles





Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with





Responsibility
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new or transferred merchandise
Transport packages to customers' vehicles





Service, clean, or supply restrooms





Strip, seal, finish, and polish floors





Clean windows, glass partitions, or mirrors, using
soapy water or other cleaners, sponges, or
squeegees





Dig ditches or trenches, backfill excavations, or
compact and level earth to grade specifications,
using picks, shovels, pneumatic tampers, or rakes





Load, unload, or identify building materials,
machinery, or tools, distributing them to the
appropriate locations, according to project plans or
specifications





Erect or dismantle scaffolding, shoring, braces,
traffic barricades, ramps, or other temporary
structures





Sort mail for delivery, arranging it in delivery
sequence





Bundle mail in preparation for delivery or
transportation to relay boxes





Deliver mail to residences and business
establishments along specified routes by walking
and/or driving, using a combination of satchels,
carts, cars, and small trucks





Search for section corners, property irons, and
survey points.





Set out and recover stakes, marks, and other
monumentation





Position and hold the vertical rods, or targets, that
theodolite operators use for sighting to measure
angles, distances, and elevations





Assist patrons in finding seats, lighting the way
with flashlights, if necessary





Greet patrons attending entertainment events





Direct patrons to restrooms, concession stands and
telephone
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Check with customers to ensure that they are
enjoying their meals and take action to correct any
problems





Serve food or beverages to patrons, and prepare or
serve specialty dishes at tables as required





Clean tables or counters after patrons have finished
dining





Maintain vehicles and medical and communication
equipment and replenish first aid equipment and
supplies





Observe, record, and report to physician the
patient's condition or injury, the treatment
provided, and reactions to drugs or treatment





Perform emergency diagnostic and treatment
procedures, such as stomach suction, airway
management, or heart monitoring





Deliver merchandise and collect payment





Circulate among potential customers or travel by
foot, truck, automobile, or bicycle to deliver or sell
merchandise or services





Distribute product samples or literature that details
products or services





Park and retrieve automobiles for customers in
parking lots, storage garages, or new car lots





Greet customers and open their car doors





Lift, position, and remove barricades in order to
open or close parking areas
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An Evaluation of Robot Behavior
Video observation and practice

BACKGROUND (Control Group)
Imagine that autonomous robots will someday be able to perform certain jobs with very little human
intervention.
Robots are currently used in a variety of tasks; however, these robots are operated by humans. In contrast,
an autonomous robot will be able to examine the environment, then select and carry out actions on its
own, based on the robot’s purpose.

BACKGROUND (Security Guard & Groundskeeper Groups)
Now, imagine that an autonomous robot will someday be able to perform certain jobs with very little
human intervention, including the responsibilities related to the job of a [Security Guard /
Groundskeeper].
Robots are currently used in a variety of tasks; however, these robots are operated by humans. In contrast,
an autonomous robot will be able to examine the environment, then select and carry out actions on its
own, based on the robot’s purpose.

TRAINING (all conditions)
Today, we ask for your help in reviewing 10 short video clips. Each video clip shows a test-run of a robot
within simulated, virtual environment. This is not a robot you may have encountered before.
Please pay attention to the robot’s behavior in each video clip.
On the next page, a practice video is shown to familiarize you with the video presentation format and
survey questions.
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PRACTICE VIDEO
Each item begins with a video clip. The following questions will appear after each video. For the shortanswer questions, sample responses are provided to help you understand how to respond to each item.
Please complete the following practice video clip.

Please play the video clip showing a robot engaged in action. Then, answer the
questions about the video clip.

1. Please describe what you see happening, with respect to the robot, in this video:
Example: "The robot walked down the stairs, stopped to look around, and then continued to walk down
the stairs."

2. Please describe what you think the robot is trying to do in this video:
Example: "The robot was taking an inventory of the facility."
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3. How confident do you feel about your answer to the previous question?
 Not At All





 Absolutely

4. Please rate your impression of the robot shown in this video only, using the following scales
1

2

3

4

5

6

1.

Incompetent 











Competent

2.

Unintelligent 











Intelligent

3.

Weak 











Powerful

4.

Unreliable 











Reliable

5.

Unpredictable 











Predictable

6.

Dangerous 











Safe

7.

Aimless 











Goal-directed

Thank you. Before you view the 10, short, randomly selected videos, please remember:
1. Please be open and honest with your feedback, there are no right or wrong answers
2. We are interested in your initial, ‘gut’ reaction to each video
3. You may re-watch a video if you’d like, but you must do so before continuing to the next
page.
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APPENDIX I: VIDEO OBSERVATION TASK QUESTIONNAIRE
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An Evaluation of Robot Behavior
Video observation task
—including—
Interpretation of robotic behavior
Subjective rating of robots
Please play the video clip showing a robot engaged in action. Then, answer the questions about
the video clip.

1. Please describe what you see happening, with respect to the robot, in this video:

2. Please describe what you think the robot is trying to do in this video:

3. How confident do you feel about your answer to the previous question?
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 Not At All





 Absolutely

4. Please rate your impression of the robot shown in this video only, using the following scales

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.

Incompetent 











Competent

2.

Unintelligent 











Intelligent

3.

Weak 











Powerful

4.

Unreliable 











Reliable

5.

Unpredictable 











Predictable

6.

Dangerous 











Safe

7.

Aimless 











Goal-directed
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Trust in Robots

Thinking of only the last five videos you observed, please indicate your overall feeling or
impression of the robot for each of the following statements.

Not at all

Extremely

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. This robot was deceptive

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

2. This robot behaved in an
underhanded manner

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

3. I was wary of this robot

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

4. This robot's actions had a
harmful or injurious outcome

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

5. I was confident in this robot

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

6. This robot had integrity

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

7. This robot was dependable

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

8. This robot was reliable

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

9. I could trust this robot

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
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An evaluation of robot behavior
Post-Participation Information
This study was designed to investigate the way in which people perceive the actions of robots, given a
pre-conceived expectation about what robots should do. Specifically, we are interested in how an existing
knowledge of a job influences an observer’s ability to interpret the intentions of a robot based on its
movement alone. If we desire to someday work alongside intelligent robots, having an accurate
understanding of robots is important to maintaining human safety and trust between humans and robots.
Understanding how humans perceive robots will help the scientific community in the development of
robotic systems that are safe, trustworthy, and compatible with the understanding of humans that may
interact with robotic systems.
We could not do our research without your help, and your participation is greatly appreciated. Please ask
any questions you may have about the procedure or the study in general. If you want to learn more about
the study or receive the results of the study when they become available, please contact the principal
investigator, Scott Ososky.
The data you have contributed to this study will be held in strict confidentiality by the researchers and
will not be revealed to anyone other than the researchers and their immediate assistants.
Thank you again for your participation.
Contact Information:
Scott Ososky, M.S. (Principal investigator)
Institute for Simulation and Training
University of Central Florida
E-mail: sososky@ist.ucf.edu
Dr. Florian Jentsch (Faculty advisor)
Director, Team Performance Laboratory
Institute for Simulation and Training
University of Central Florida
Phone: 407-882-0304
E-mail: florian.jentsch@ucf.edu
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APPENDIX L: DESCRIPTION OF VIDEO STIMULI
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Overview: Park Environment

Isometric views of park: left, middle, and right sections, respectively
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Overview: Map of Park Environment
The following pages use the map below, serving as a storyboard template, to illustrate the motion
behaviors that were executed by the robot. For each behavior, a screenshot of the actual video
has also been provided.

Map Legend
Symbol

Explanation

Symbol

Explanation

Tree

Robot

Shrub, small tree

Human(s)

Vendor stand

Robot’s path

Hay bale

Human(s) path(s)

Picnic table

Camera placement

Covered table

Wall or barrier
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Security Behavior #1: Guarding the park entrance
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of
employees, visitors, and other persons to guard against theft and maintain security of premises.
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Security Behavior #2: Investigating an incident in the park
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Answer alarms and investigate disturbances
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Security Behavior #3: Patrolling the park
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Circulate among visitors, patrons, or employees to
preserve order and protect property.
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Security Behavior #4: Escorting an individual
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Escort or drive motor vehicle to transport individuals
to specified locations or to provide personal protection.
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Security Behavior #5: Apprehending an individual
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Warn persons of rule infractions or violations, and
apprehend or evict violators from premises, using force when necessary.
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Groundskeeper Behavior #1: Mowing the lawn
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Mow or edge lawns, using power mowers or edgers.
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Groundskeeper Behavior #2: Trimming a shrub in the park
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Prune or trim trees, shrubs, or hedges, using shears,
pruners, or chain saws.
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Groundskeeper Behavior #3: Gathering trash and litter
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Gather and remove litter.
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Groundskeeper Behavior #4: Cleaning, maintaining the sidewalk
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Provide proper upkeep of sidewalks, driveways,
parking lots, fountains, planters, or other grounds features.
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Groundskeeper Behavior #5: Sampling the soil around the park
Corresponding task-role responsibility: Collect samples from soil so testing can be performed.
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APPENDIX M: VIDEO SEQUENCE ANALYSES OF VARIANCE
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A series of two-way between-groups analyses of variance were conducted to examine the
impact of the video sequence condition (IV) on the computed dependent variables (described in
Chapter 4, Computed Variables). The full results of this analysis can be found in the tables on
the following pages (Table 20, Table 21, and Table 22). Overall, the interaction between the
video sequence condition and preparatory information condition was not statistically significant
for any of the computed variables.
There was a statistically significant main effect for video sequence on the number of
security role attributions made within the groundskeeper video set, F (1, 114) = 5.19, p = .02; the
effect size was small to medium (partial eta squared = .04). There was also a statistically
significant main effect for video sequence on the average sureness of interpretation within the
groundskeeper video set, F (1, 114) = .543, p = .02; the effect size was also small to medium
(partial eta squared = .05). For each of these groundskeeper video variables, scores were higher
when participants were first exposed to the security guard motion behavior video set.
Additional tests were performed for each of the average subjective ratings of the robot.
No statistically significant main effects were found for the impact of video sequence on any of
the average subjective robot ratings in the security guard video set. Statistically significant main
effects were found, however, for average subjective ratings of the robot within the
groundskeeper videos. These included: Ratings of competence F (1, 114) = 5.74, p = .02, partial
eta squared = .05; Ratings of intelligence F (1, 114) = 6.12, p = .02, partial eta squared = .05;
Ratings of power F (1, 114) = 3.87, p = .05, partial eta squared = .03; and ratings of reliability F
(1, 114) = 4.34, p = .04, partial eta squared = .04. For each of these average subjective ratings,
effect sizes were small to medium. Again, for each of these groundskeeper video variables,
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scores were higher when participants were first exposed to the security guard motion behavior
video set.
While video sequence had a significant main effect on certain DVs related to the robot
groundskeeper motion behavior video set, the practical impact was minimal. First, there were no
statistically significant interactions between the video sequence condition (IV) and preparatory
information condition (IV) for any of the computed DVs. Second, only small to medium effect
sizes were found for those variables impacted by video sequence condition. Third, the
differences in total mean scores were almost all less than 0.5 (on scales of 0 to 5, 1 to 6, and 1 to
7, respectively), save for one total mean difference of 0.52. Finally, no significant effects for
video sequence were detected for any of the computed DVs associated with the robot security
guard motion behavior set.
A practical conclusion that was drawn from these analyses was that seeing the security
guard videos first created a small, positive carry-over effect on DVs associated with the
groundskeeper videos, when viewed second. This aspect was not intended as part of the study
design and was further discussed in Chapter 5 as a potential study limitation. Given these results,
however, all subsequent hypotheses tests safely proceeded with the video sequence condition
collapsed across the three preparatory information conditions.
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Table 20
Results of two-way ANOVA series for effect of video sequence on major DVs
Betweensubjects factor

DV of Interest
Security guard video: correct interpretation accuracy (sum)

Security guard video: security role attributions (sum)

Security guard video: groundskeeper role attributions (sum)1

Security guard video: subjective sureness of interpretation (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: correct interpretation accuracy (sum)1

Groundskeeper video: security role attributions (sum)1

Groundskeeper video: groundskeeper role attributions (sum)

Groundskeeper video: subjective sureness of interpretation (avg.)

1

df

F

p

SEQ

1, 114

1.99

.16

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

1.33

.27

SEQ

1, 114

2.96

.09

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

1.16

.32

SEQ

1, 114

1.80

.18

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.15

.86

SEQ

1, 114

.22

.64

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

1.12

.33

SEQ

1, 114

1.90

.17

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.05

.95

SEQ

1, 114

5.19

.02

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.30

.74

SEQ

1, 114

2.26

.14

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.59

.56

SEQ

1, 114

5.43

.02

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.71

.49

Equality of error variances violated. Between-subjects IV factors: SEQ = Video sequence condition, PIC =
Preparatory information condition
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Table 21
Results of two-way ANOVA series for effect of video sequence on secondary DVs, for robot security guard
motion behavior set
Betweensubjects factor

DV of Interest
Security guard video: Rating of competence (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of intelligence (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of power (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of reliability (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of predictability (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of safety (avg.)

Security guard video: Rating of goal-directedness (avg.)

Security guard video: Post-video trust measure (sum)

df

F

P

SEQ

1, 114

.31

.58

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.76

.47

SEQ

1, 114

.60

.44

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.82

.44

SEQ

1, 114

2.89

.09

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.73

.48

SEQ

1, 114

2.50

.12

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

1.71

.19

SEQ

1, 114

2.29

.13

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.69

.50

SEQ

1, 114

.15

.70

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.05

.96

SEQ

1, 114

3.58

.06

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.19

.84

SEQ

1, 114

.34

.54

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

1.32

.27

Between-subjects IV factors: SEQ = Video sequence condition, PIC = Preparatory information condition
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Table 22
Results of two-way ANOVA series for effect of video sequence on secondary DVs, robot groundskeeper
motion behavior set
Betweensubjects factor

DV of Interest
Groundskeeper video: Rating of competence (avg.)1

Groundskeeper video: Rating of intelligence (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Rating of power (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Rating of reliability (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Rating of predictability (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Rating of safety (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Rating of goal-directedness (avg.)

Groundskeeper video: Post-video trust measure (sum)

1

df

F

p

SEQ

1, 114

5.74

.02

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.20

.82

SEQ

1, 114

6.12

.02

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.004

.996

SEQ

1, 114

3.87

.05

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.37

.69

SEQ

1, 114

4.34

.04

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.04

.96

SEQ

1, 114

.54

.47

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.02

.98

SEQ

1, 114

.35

.56

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.39

.68

SEQ

1, 114

1.41

.24

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.10

.91

SEQ

1, 114

.39

.54

PIC*SEQ

2, 114

.05

.95

Equality of error variances violated. Between-subjects IV factors: SEQ = Video sequence condition, PIC =
Preparatory information condition
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